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Educational games and games-based learning (GBL) are a part of the larger serious games 

and global games industry. Playing games has been said to advance special skills and types of 

thinking not normally associated with traditional textbook learning. At the same time games-

based learning is said to solve entrenched issues of student motivation. The adoption of 

games-based learning in the classroom, however, faces barriers in the educational field. This 

study first made a background analysis of the games industry, and outlined component 

elements of the Danish education system. The study then examined the literature on games-

based learning and theory related to the use of digital resources in schools to identify the 

barriers to adoption of games, and to uncover design and marketing recommendations in the 

literature that might counter these barriers. The barriers fell under two general types: those 

that might hinder educational games’ acceptance as legitimate resources in the educational 

field; and practical implementation barriers.  The empirical portion of the study used case 

study qualitative methods to examine how a Danish educational games developer addresses 

these barriers in a Danish context; and how three teachers received and evaluated the 

company’s marketing efforts and one of its flagship products, the Global Conflicts: Latin 

America game. The small size of the teacher sample due to recruiting difficulties made it 

difficult to generalize the results onto the wider population of teachers. It is felt, however, that 

the findings, including the analysis of SGI’s efforts in the market uncovered areas for further 

study. The study found that Danish teachers seem to be open to and interested in non-

traditional educational material including games. They have broad experience using 

multimedia in their classrooms if in a supplementary fashion. The study also found that 

Serious Games Interactive is seemingly well-positioned to solve some of the market access 

and legitimacy issues in that it has the backing of educational publishers, intense affiliation 

with valuable partners in the educational field, and a well rated and professionally credible 

product. Still, GBL products face some of the intractable barriers identified in the literature 

including: a fragmented IT acquisition process in schools; deficient and variable computer 

resources; curriculum relevance demands; and while teachers are interested in and not 

intimidated by games (though the literature review might indicate this), they are still not 

wholly familiar with them.  These findings are indications and need to be followed-up with 

further investigation with a larger sample of teachers in order to lend them greater validity. 

Executive Summary 
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This chapter will introduce the topic of games-based learning and its position in the broader 

context of the games industry. It will also introduce the case subject, Danish games developer, 

Serious Games Interactive (SGI), and set out the problem formulation for the study and 

outline research sub questions. 

1. Introduction 

1.1  Serious games, educational games, and games-based learning 

 “Serious games” are a niche market of electronic games that developed as the commercial 

gaming markets have matured, and as a space for developers to pursue other streams of 

income and interest during idle or down times in commercial product development cycles. 

The niche also developed in the wake of edutainment software products that emerged as CD- 

ROMs and the internet attained broad societal application in the late 1980s and 1990s. The 

phrase “serious games” first emerged through the Serious Games Initiative at the Woodrow 

Wilson International Center for Scholars in Washington D.C., which saw the importance of 

game technologies for public education and public policy transmission and training. Serious 

games have been defined as games “...that use the artistic medium of games to deliver a 

message, teach a lesson, or provide an experience” (Michael and Chen 2006:23). Under the 

serious games market, several submarkets exist including educational games for games-based 

learning (GBL), military training games, corporate training, healthcare, government games, 

political/religious/art games, and games for the general public. Serious games are only a tiny 

percentage of a 25 billion US dollar interactive entertainment industry and a 35 billion USD 

global games industry (San Francisco Chronicle 2006, May 22). The games industry in 

general is growing rapidly: turnover for the global games industry is surpassing that from the 

film industry (IMAGINE 2005:8).  

 

Unlike commercial games, serious games tend to be funded from a variety of sources 

including the military, NGOs, universities, corporations, non-profit organizations, private 

individual investors, and governments. Budgets for serious games tend to be much smaller 

than for retail games with thinner profit margins. The majority of these games can cost less 

than 1 million USD to produce compared to a retail game which typically costs between 5 and 

10 million USD to produce (Michael and Chen 2006: 9). While a good deal of serious games 

are played on pc’s, there are also massive multiplayer online serious games, single player, 

mobile and even console (PlayStation, Xbox) supported games. They are using leading edge 
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games technologies, designs and skills to solve difficult issues for engineering companies, 

public utilities companies, and the military. These games are used for corporate training, 

branding, and for supporting the educational curricula in a number of schools. Some of this 

growth in serious games developed out of the increased use of popular commercial games for 

purposes other than entertainment, including SimCity, Civilization, and others. This modifying 

or ‘modding’ of commercial off-the-shelf games (COTS) for use in the classroom is one 

aspect of games-based learning (GBL). The other aspect of GBL is purposely built games 

developed specifically for the educational market. Though this project will discuss both 

aspects, its main concern is educational games developed for schools. In Denmark, companies 

producing serious games are working foremost on medical and corporate training software. 

Though the competitive field was very difficult to discern for this project, it appears that SGI 

was one of two or three companies producing high end GBL games for schools in Denmark. 

Much of the Danish game developers labour force is working exclusively for the commercial 

market (IMAGINE 2005). 

1.2 Company introduction: Serious Games Interactive 

Serious Games Interactive (SGI) was founded by Simon Egenfeldt-Nielsen (SEN) midway 

through his doctoral thesis writing at Copenhagen’s IT University. Egenfeldt-Nielsen 

graduated with degrees in psychology as well as education and gaming from the IT 

University. Since this writer’s interest in this company developed from a short assignment in 

2007, the company has increased its staff from 8 to fifteen full-time employees and a handful 

of interns working as marketing liaisons. Serious Games Interactive (SGI) also produces c for 

corporate training games for private clients, but its main focus is producing educational games 

for schools and governmental organizations.  

SGI’s first dedicated educational game product produced in 2007 was Global Conflicts: 

Palestine, which the company’s website has described as a “computer game with an agenda” 

(www.seriousgames.dk). The game requires students/players to assume the role of a journalist 

covering the Israeli-Palestinian crisis in the Middle East. Since the roll out of GC: Palestine, 

SGI has produced additional games in the series including GC: Latin America, GC: Child 

Soldier, and GC: Sweatshops. The developers aim to illuminate different perspectives on the 

different issues taken up in the games by challenging the journalist/investigator in each to 

remain objective in their reporting and/or to investigate matters of particular importance for 

one party in the conflict. The company hopes early adopters of instructional technology in the 

educational field will be exposed to the game online via their web portal or other educational 

http://www.seriousgames.dk/�
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websites/sources and that word of mouth about the game’s attributes will lead to its broader 

adoption in schools in Denmark and abroad. At the end of 2009, the company rolled out an 

additional series of GBL games called Playing History produced and available episode by 

episode for online download or on CD-ROM. These games are targeted to upper primary and 

middle school students. Examples of episode subjects in the Playing History series include the 

black plague, the slave trade, and witch hunts. The company’s games, specifically games in 

the Global Conflicts series, have already won awards and achieved global exposure in global 

media outlets such as CNN and the BBC.  

1.3 Research problem: 

Electronic gaming on the whole is a constantly growing market and serious games are 

increasingly building inroads to markets not interested in core commercial gaming staples 

such as shoot’em up, role-playing titles. Serious games in the educational field or GBL games 

face some of the same barriers as edutainment software titles faced in the 1980s and 1990s. 

Looming large as barriers to adoption are reticent teachers and school districts that need 

educational products with an imprimatur of legitimacy before they are adopted; and practical 

implementation barriers such as lack of technological resources at schools and market 

challenges. SGI believes it can break down barriers between the commercial gaming markets 

and the educational markets with the belief that a game product with design on a par with 

commercial games and content developed with educational theory in mind will translate to a 

viable, credible and legitimate educational product for students, teachers, educational 

authorities and parents.  

        
 This paper will address the following question:  

 

What are the barriers to adoption of games-based learning (GBL) in schools, and how 

does one game developer, Serious Games Interactive, address these barriers in the 

Danish context? 

 

 

 

1.5 Research sub questions 

The following research questions were devised to help answer the thesis question.  
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• What is games-based learning? 

• What are the perceived benefits of such games? 

• What barriers exist to the adoption of these games in the educational field? 

• What does the market for such games look like in Denmark and are barriers 

identified in the literature observable in the Danish context? 

• How are educational material decisions made in the Danish educational field? 

• What is SGI’s current strategy in the market? 

• How do Danish teacher’s experience educational games and SGI’s product? 

 

This chapter will describe the different elements of the methodology used for the study, 

including: a background industry analysis; literature review; and the case study method. It 

will also describe data instruments and collection. 

2. Methodology 

2.1 Background analysis and theory selection 

A background analysis is done to provide context for discussion of educational games and 

games-based learning. The first part of the background analysis includes a discussion of the 

games industry structure, the value chain, game development processes, and a description of 

terms for games-based learning. Distinctions are drawn between instructional design and 

game development. The second part of the background analysis provides a sketch of the 

Danish school system in order to provide a context for discussion of the prospects for 

adoption of GBL in a local setting. 

Theory selected for review includes literature on educational games, serious games, and 

digital games-based learning. Since the literature is still new and not substantial in number, 

the review is supplemented by examining the literature on digital practices in schools. It was 

felt that parallels could be drawn between the reception and adoption issues surrounding 

digital resources and educational games. 

2.2 Empirical analysis: Case study rationale 

The method used for the project is case study. The inquiry is an attempt to gain deeper insight 

into which barriers may exist for the adoption of educational games or games-based learning 

in a local context and how one educational games producer operates in that local context. The 

research design is both exploratory and explanatory. It is exploratory in the sense that it may 

help further define research problems in the topic area and help establish background 
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information on games-based learning. It is explanatory in that theoretical inputs were used to 

design portions of the empirical study. The thrust of the second set of interview questions to 

teachers, for example, was informed by the literature review.  Case studies are a valuable way 

of looking at the world around us, and asking how or why questions and there is the 

opportunity to find an appropriate balance on the induction-deduction continuum (Yin, 1993).   

 

The unit of case analysis is the educational games company, Serious Games Interactive, and a 

small sample of teachers who are actors in the market for educational games. The two are 

studied in tandem in what Yin describes as the “embeddedness of units of analysis” in case 

studies (Yin 1993: 49).  

2.3 Data collection and instruments 

According to Yin (1994) evidence for case studies comes from six possible sources: 

documents, archival records, interviews, direct observations, and participant-observation and 

physical artifacts. No individual source has a total or distinct advantage over the other 

sources, and all are complementary. The advantage of using several sources is the 

development of converging lines of inquiry or triangulation. The data collection for this study 

were multiple as they were collected from company documents, interviews with both market 

actors, and company representatives, and the physical artefact of the Global Conflicts: Latin 

America game itself. Case studies using multiple sources of evidence have proven to be rated 

more highly in terms of overall quality than those that relied on a single source of information 

(Yin 1994). To some extent, this reflects positively in the validity of the qualitative data 

provided here. 

 Interviews for this case study were conducted with the commercial director for Serious 

Games Interactive, Mikkel Lucas Overbye (MLO), as well as with three teachers in Greater 

Copenhagen. All of the interviews, examination of SGI’s promotional material and websites, 

and playing of the Global Conflicts: Latin America game itself comprised the primary data for 

this project. Secondary data for the project included news articles, industry related web pages, 

governmental and consultancy reports, and global. This secondary data was used to provide a 

background picture of the games industry and to make distinctions between games and game 

development for the retail markets and the educational market. 

2.3.1 SGI company interview: Mikkel Lucas Overby 

The literature on case study methodology maintains that case study interviews are typically 

unstructured and/or semi-structured (Blumberg, Cooper, and Schindler 2004: 193). An initial 
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semi-structed interview was conducted with Mr. Oberby (MLO). This one in-person interview 

and multiple follow up email interviews were administered in order to get a sense of Serious 

Games Interactive’s strategy with regard to products and marketing efforts. The in-person 

interview was conducted in Mr. Overby’s office at SGI company in Nørrebro neighbourhood 

of Copenhagen and lasted approximately one hour and fifteen minutes.  

2.3.2 Teacher interviews 

 The original methodology design called for conducting a focus group of teachers to evaluate 

SGI’s Global Conflicts: Latin America game. It was thought that this may provide some 

insight into local adoption barriers related to games-based learning. The researcher would 

introduce the game to the teachers and they would then be allotted forty-five minutes to play 

the game. Game playing would be followed by a minimum of one half hour of discussion. 

The entire focus group meeting was expected to last a maximum of two hours. It was thought 

that a focus group discussion would provide an interesting discussion and evaluation of the 

game . Fifteen teachers from seven different schools around Greater Copenhagen were 

approached by email for recruitment to a focus group. They were identified by web page 

searches of schools and faculty .The email introduced them to the research objective and 

included a request for participation. There were four initial responses of interest in the winter 

of 2009, but arrangement of a meeting for the focus group proved extremely difficult on 

account of the teachers’ schedules, work/living locations, and the length of the meeting time 

requested.  

 

This first methodology was abandoned and a second developed where teachers would play the 

game on their own at home within a two week period and then answer questions by email. 

The hope was for a minimum of six interviews to be conducted- spread evenly between upper 

primary school and secondary school teachers. This second recruitment attempt (directed 

toward the original four teachers who had shown earlier interest and ten others) also proved 

very challenging with very few replying to an email request for participation (sent Spring 

2009). Those who did reply said they were now too busy to participate. Others said they are 

approached too often by other researchers and have very limited time to participate in more 

than one study. This was heard even after it was emphasized to them, that the study would not 

require them to test the game on their students in the classroom (often the case for other 

studies). In the end, opportunity sampling was used and the final sample ended with only 3 

participants. While this is significantly less than was hoped for and affects the validity of 
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generalizing findings onto the market, the participants’ answers to interview questions may 

point to others areas of follow up study on this topic and give some voice to the issue of 

barriers to adoption from the market/customer perspective. The difficulties this researcher 

experienced recruiting for the study seems to show that teachers have very little discretionary 

time and that this may come to be reflected in their attitudes toward the adoption of a new 

learning medium. The analysis section of the thesis will consider this question. 

 

 The reason email interviews were conducted was twofold: 1) nearly all initial respondents 

expressed limited time frame availability for participation; 2) teachers were playing and 

evaluating the product on their own schedules (due to these time constraints) and it made most 

sense for them to answer questions as soon as they had played the game and in a manner that 

allowed for thoughtful reflection. To have then done in-person interviews with the teachers 

would have required less time for playing the game and a more rushed interview process. It 

was also felt that teachers are accustomed to evaluating (and creating) course material and 

reflecting on its use on their own. The advantages and disadvantages of email interviewing are 

important to enumerate here. Meho (2006) discusses these advantages and disadvantages in 

depth. The advantages include cost and efficiency ones: more than one participant can be 

interviewed at once since it is done asynchronously; time costs related to interview 

transcription process is reduced significantly; the difficulties in getting time commitments in 

large blocks is solved as the participant can participate at his or her convenience though 

within a set time period of a couple of weeks; and the semi-anonymous nature of the 

communication (we never met) allows for more self-disclosure and reflection in some cases 

(Meho 2006: 1288-1299). The disadvantages include the loss of important visual or non-

verbal cues given in face-to-face interviews (Meho 2006: 1289). On the other side of this, 

however, is that some of these cues (shyness, race and gender, dress, voice tones, etc) could 

bias the researcher in a face-to-face interview and make it more challenging. The ability or 

inability to express oneself in writing may be an advantage or disadvantage to the study in 

terms of data collected. Overall, it is felt that copious and thoughtful data can be collected by 

this method in a way that is empowering to the participant since they control the flow of the 

conversation (Bowker and Tuffin 2004). The preliminary email interview with teachers was a 

questionnaire related to their professional and private experience with digital technology. This 

questionnaire was used to get a sense of the individual teacher’s background and history of 

interacting with new media because it’s been shown that technology use in the classroom is 
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strongly influenced by teachers’ own attitudes and history with that technology (Russell, M. et 

al 2003). The second email interview was sent after the first was completed and returned to 

the researcher. The teachers were sent a copy of the Global Conflicts: Latin America game, 

background support material created by SGI (including a Teacher’s Manual, User Manual, 

Sample student assignments, etc) and the second interview, which they were instructed to 

complete after playing the same two missions of the game. These questions asked the teachers 

to evaluate the game on a number of criteria. The criteria were developed with barriers to 

GBL adoption theoretical framework (developed from the literature review) in mind. 

Transcriptions of all interviews can be read in the appendix. 

2.4 Delimitation 

This study is exploratory and preliminary. The researcher can imagine a follow up survey of a 

larger sample of teachers who have used the game in a similar methodology or one 

administered to teachers who have used the game in the classroom. The former would require 

a significant and persistent effort at recruitment and the latter would require the cooperation 

of school administrators, teachers and the company itself. SGI has conducted case studies on 

the use of its games in the classroom. The researcher thought it would be interesting (and not 

only more feasible) to explore and evaluate teachers’ assumptions, expectations, and 

experience of an educational game product prior to classroom use since initial teacher 

resistance is one of the reasons the product may never reach a classroom. 

 

Statistics on the educational games market were difficult to ascertain given the newness of 

this market and the overlap between product categories that the market can fall under: COTS 

games used for education; purposely developed educational games; serious games; and 

educational software markets.  Similarly, the competition was difficult to identify in the local 

context. 

 

An additional limitation is that the project does not focus on traditional theory on technology 

adoption, including the work of Von Hippel. This is partly because a good deal of this theory 

focuses on corporate or private consumer adoption of technology. It was also not examined 

because such theory posits a “lead user”, and this lead user aspect of the theory seemed less 

applicable in the educational institutional context since decision-making in instructional 

material buys seem more diffused even than that which occurs in the corporate or consumer 

markets. The researcher could imagine another interesting project that chose to focus 
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exclusively on these differences. And while there are studies that focus on institutional 

adoption of technology, this researcher chose to focus as closely as possible on theory related 

to the adoption of games-based learning in schools. Some overlap on the adoption of general 

digital practices in schools was used and incorporated since parallels could be drawn.  

2.5 Data analysis 

Coding of primary data evidence from the case study was done for both SGI company data 

and that provided by the teachers. Qualitative coding consists of three procedures: 1) noticing 

relevant phenomena, 2) collecting examples of those phenomena, and 3) analyzing those 

phenomena in order to find commonalities, differences, patterns and structures (Esterberg 

2002: 158). Primary data documents from the company’s website and its teacher support 

material, and examination of the GC: LA game were examined along with the interviews with 

Mikkel Lucas Overbye to gain a perspective on the company’s marketing efforts and a sense 

of its own understanding of GBL adoption barriers. This material was also reviewed 

repeatedly with the theoretical framework and teacher interviews in mind to identify possible 

gaps in marketing or company strategy. Coding of the interview with MLO was done 

according to themes addressed in the literature review.  

The teachers’ preliminary interviews on their digital background experience were analyzed in 

tandem with the second interview answers. Often answers to the second interview questions 

might relate directly back to those in the first interview for a particular teacher. Analysis of 

the teachers’ second interview answers was conducted by comparing the three teachers’ 

responses to the evaluation criteria developed from the literature review. In this sense, the 

interview answers to the second set of interviews were already coded and needed only to be 

compared.  

2.6 Project structure 

The background analysis follows in Chapter Three. Following this, is a review of the 

literature in Chapter Four, the main case study findings and analysis in Chapter Five; and a 

summary and concluding section in Chapter Six. A bibliography of resources consulted for 

the project is included as is an appendix with transcripts of all interviews. 

This chapter provides a background of the commercial games industry as well as providing a 

a context for discussion of the market for games-based learning products, by looking at the 

differences between educational games and commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) games. A 

3.0 Background analysis: Games industry and Danish schools 
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sketch of the Danish school system is also included to provide some background for the local 

case. 

3.1 Games 

3.1.1 The value chain and industry structure 

It may be useful to outline the basic components of games and game playing, examine the 

value chain for game production, and reiterate the distinctions between educational games and 

COTS games; and differences between GBL design and traditional instructional design. 

3.1.1.1 Platforms or hardware:  

Platforms, the physical devices on which games are played, must be discussed when 

addressing the differences between educational games and retail games. The major game 

platforms right now are the four leading consoles: Sony Playstation 2, Microsoft Xbox and 

Game Cube, Nintendo Wii, and the personal computer (Windows or Mac). Handheld gaming 

devices, including the Game Boy, Nintendo DS, Sony PSP, cell phones and PDAs (personal 

digital assistants), are growing at a significant rate. Games produced for schools are 

increasingly being developed across different platforms but primarily for the PC as this 

permits more diversified distribution model-subscriptions, individual lesson purchases, and 

generally cheaper technology inputs. 

3.1.1.2 Middleware:  

Middleware is the software that runs the graphics that are central to game development. 

Middleware includes high-speed code compilers and game engines. Middleware producers are 

usually small to medium sized companies that license their software to game developers.  

Some larger platform and software producers have entered this part of the value chain 

including Microsoft and Electronic Arts. Still the majority of game developers rely on their 

own middleware technology. For every videogame developed with licensed middleware, ten 

others are built from scratch (OECD 2005: 19). This is because work on middleware is often 

required in order to update or improve a game and licensing contracts make it difficult for 

third parties to gain intellectual property rights over their improvements. Educational games 

producers such as SGI often license their middleware. SGI license its UNITY3 game engine 

from the company UNITY, originating in Denmark but now based in San Francisco, 

California. 

3.1.1.3 Genre software (the game product type): 

The genre of a game describes its basic style of game play. Often games will fit in one or 

more genres, particularly the latest games. Major genres and examples include: 
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• Adventure: ex. Tomb Raider, Grand Theft Auto 

• Role-Playing Game (RPG): ex. Star Wars, Diablo 

• First-person Shooter (FPS): ex. Doom, Halo 2 

• Fighting: ex. Mortal Kombat 

• Real Time Strategy (RTS): ex. Warcraft, Civilization, Dune 

• Simulation: ex. The Sims, SimCity, Microsoft Flight Simulators 

• Sports: ex Madden Football, FIFA 

• Massive Multiplayer Online Game (MMOG) & Massive Multiplayer Online Role 

Playing Games (MMORPG): ex. Everquest, Final Fantasy 

• Puzzle: ex, Minesweeper, Tetris 

• Racing: ex. Gran Turismo, Mario Kart 

• Serious and/or Educational: ex Oregon Trail, Carmen Sandiego MORE ex 

3.1.1.4 Developers: 

The game developer is the equivalent of the music band or movie director/ in other creative 

industries. Like these industries, however, game development is a collaborative process and 

the developer is usually a company of anywhere from 5 to 100 people including tech coders, 

storytelling experts, and graphic artists. Large retail publishers often have in-house 

developers. Smaller companies may hire different individuals supplying particular skills on a 

project basis. Testers are an extension of the development team or firm. A first group of 

testers, particularly for a small firm may be friends and contacts of employees, then for hire 

testers are used after initial game bugs are fixed. All of this occurs in an iterative process. In 

educational games production testing may occur in a local classroom and content experts 

(though not often instructional designers) are consulted and provide an important part of the 

mixed skill set that is needed for educational game development. 

3.1.1.5 Publishers: 

In mainstream game production, publishers earn the most revenue. Their main function is to 

find games and market these to distributors, retailers and end users. Like a large film 

company, publishers try to avoid risks by having a portfolio of products to sell to different 

buyer segments. Some publishers, as mentioned earlier, design and develop games themselves 

and others are developed through licensing. Ideally, publishers like to have a cross-platform 

strategy for their products so they can increase sales, that is, a game title should play on the 

different consoles as well as PC and increasingly on mobile phones. In the educational games 

market, publishers are also sought but tend to be more reluctant to sign on to such material. 
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Many educational publishers lost money trying to sell edutainment CD-ROMs in the 90s and 

are still reluctant to enter the market. Although since games for education are predominantly 

built for play on PCs, direct online marketing to teachers via subscription is one channel of 

distribution. Still educational publishers carry a lot of weight in the education market in terms 

of their experience with providing curriculum relevant material. 

3.1.1.6 Distributors: 

Distributors are the bridge between developer / publisher and retailer. In the educational 

market, this bridge would be between the developer/sometimes publisher and the school or 

teacher. Large international games publishers such as Electronic Arts may have in-house 

distribution, others may choose to license distribution. Payment models include retail 

purchase, subscription and download (increasingly for educational games), pay per play (at 

Internet cafes), and physical copies of CD-ROMS in all markets. 

3.1.1.7 Retailers: 

Retailers have the most power in the console gaming markets, but download distribution 

models are affecting and sometimes eliminating the need for retailers in some cases.  

The difference in the value chain for retail games and educational games is that for 

educational games typically (unless it’s a modified COTS game) the retail function is left out 

and publishers and distributors are sometimes bypassed out of necessity (when no interest is 

shown by them) so a title is sold by word of mouth, via educational conferences, developer 

and educational ministry web portals. In the traditional educational textbook market, 

publishers play a very important role. Having a publisher/distributor is still the desired 

outcome of the development of an educational game.  

3.1.1.8 Game developer and publisher websites 

The value chain for both COTS and the educational games markets increasingly use game 

developer or publisher websites to market directly to customers, effectively acting as 

distributors/retailers. Often a serious games or GBL games developer puts a lot of effort into 

designing a web portal for distribution of its games since as previously discussed; publishers 

are reluctant to distribute educational games. Also since sales are generally slow in the 

educational GBL market, it is necessary as a supplement. These portals are integral to games 

in general and would exist for other purposes anyway since they provide online forums for 

users which provide useful feedback for developers. 
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The figure below describes the value chain for the commercial off the shelf (COTS) games 

industry. The dash borders around middleware providers indicates that sometimes middleware 

is provided or created in-house with the game developer. 

 

 
Fig.1, COTS game industry value chain, source: OECD 2009 

 

By way of comparison, the figure illustrating the value chain for the games-based learning 

industry reflects the fact that publishers and distributors are not always involved in the sale of 

educational games. Again, while it is ideal to have a publisher with established channels of 

marketing and distribution, in some sense the serious games and GBL companies often 

improvise or sell in more direct channels (see figure below). 
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   Figure 2, Games-based learning industry value chain, source: Own, adapted from OECD 2009. 

 

3.1.2 Games-Based Learning (GBL) 

As first discussed in the project introduction, games-based learning for schools is comprised 

of two categories of games: games developed purposely as educational games, usually with 

input from educators or subject experts; and modified or ‘modded’ commercial off the shelf 

games (COTS)-that is, existing retail games modified for use in the classroom. Most often, 

educators at the middle school and high school levels have used modified retail games due to 

a lack of compelling choice from educational games producers. Some of the differences 

between COTS games and games for games-based learning are described in the table below: 
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Mainstream/COTS Games Dedicated Educational Games 
Widely known as computer 
and/or video games 

Historically known as ‘edutainment’, 
though negative associations with this 
word mean it is largely avoided by 
contemporary games publishers 

Developed solely for fun for 
the user and to maximise profit 
for the publisher 
 

Almost exclusively produced for the 
PC; very few titles for the Mac or 
dedicated games consoles 

Typically developed for PCs and video 
games consoles. Contemporary titles 
usually require the most powerful 
hardware currently available 

Games are more simplistic, are 
produced in a range of formats, eg 
Flash, Shockwave, Java, Visual Basic 

Increasingly developed in relatively 
simplistic format for mobile 
telephones 

Most titles are designed for sole-user, 
offline play. 

Typically sophisticated in terms of 
graphics, interface and complexity; 
production budgets similar to small 
to medium sized film budgets 

Development costs are typically a fraction 
of those of major pure digital games 

Marketed directly to games players 
as being fun and exciting, graphically 
superb, the best game of its 
particular genre 

Not typically marketed to users, 
instead marketed mainly to parents 
and teachers 

Uses high review scores in games 
magazines and tie-ins with other 
media as marketing aids 

Marketed as being accurate, relevant 
to formal curriculum, developing 
specific skills/knowledge 

 Uses recommendations from teacher, 
parent and educational organisations 
as marketing aids 

                                 

Table 1, Differences btwn COTS and GBL games, source: Adapted, Kirriemuir and McFarlane 2009, 

Prensky 2008. 

More explicit definitions of games-based learning will be discussed in the literature review. 

3.1.3 Game development versus instructional design 

As discussed earlier, the structure and value chain of the commercial games industry is 

different from the educational games sector. Game development studios rely heavily on 

publishing companies (such as the market leader, Electronic Arts) to fund the development, 

production, marketing and distribution of new games. However, the vast majority of design 

knowledge, experience and creativity is held in these games development studios. While 

educational publishers are important for delivery of traditional teaching material such as 

textbooks, educational games developers have had trouble gaining the interest of publishers. 

Therefore financing from educational publishers is nearly non-existent. Commercial games 

publishers bring valuable skills, resources and drive to commercial games, but they are not 

necessarily dedicated games design specialists. 
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The research on what games may have to offer to education is still in its infancy; however, it 

is game developers rather than instructional designers who may offer experience and insights 

of most interest to education by, for instance: 

• designing engaging game levels or episodes 

• effectively building up the level of challenge for the player 

• using accumulated interaction data to develop and adapt a game to the player’s actions 

• developing graphically engaging and motivating game worlds. 

It has been argued that instructional design and academic experts may be too used to 

designing linear content to be able to contribute to the development of effective educational 

media including games (Aldrich 2004; Rushby 2005). On the other hand, game and media 

designers may not have the experience in teaching, learning, and assessment of a topic to 

ensure that new media geared toward it are effective (Race 2001). The best of both games 

design and instructional design should be combined, but effective forums for sharing 

experience and developing collaboration may be needed.  

Game development for the educational market differs from the development of retail games 

and from the development of traditional models of instructional design. In this sense, GBL 

developers occupy a hybrid position. The design/development process of educational games 

is similar to instructional design models, but Squire (Squire 2008: 26) points out additional 

techniques and/or stages of developing that may be required for educational games including: 

1. Managing expectations 

2. Providing a holistic model of the product for clients 

3. Iterative design 

4. Early user feedback 

5. Increased importance of visual designers 

6. New business models  

7. Distributing instructional design tasks across roles 

 

Developers and educators may have very different expectations because there are few 

examples of games-based learning in general. A significant number of teachers and 

educational publishers, for example, are non-gamers and therefore they require more 

introduction/information and careful management of expectations.  

Prototyping is typical in game development process so designers can see what works and 

doesn’t in terms of game play. In traditional instructional design needs analysis, design 
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documents or written specifications will be developed first. The game developer’s prototype 

process requires the core game dynamic be established first, which then gets reworked and 

polished in an iterative process (Squire 2008: 27). This occurs on a much larger scale than it 

does in textbook production. 

A risky market (high production costs, innovative design and uneven sales outcomes) means 

that user feedback is often brought in early in the design process. Developers need to know 

early if all elements of the game including aesthetics, game play, and educational goals are 

being coordinated effectively. Late changes, again, can be costly. Visual designers have a 

much larger role to play than in traditional textbook production and a collaborative, 

productive relationship between programmers, artists, storytellers and instructional designers 

is needed to produce an educational game.  

Other differences between traditional instructional design markets (textbook) and GBL 

markets related to distribution and promotion. In the GBL market and the software market in 

general, these rapidly shift.  Platforms, pricing models for games distribution also are often in 

flux. GBL companies must be informed and ready to adapt to evolving models and to spot 

effective new ones. 

3.2 Danish schools:  The system and general IT integration 

This section will discuss various aspects of the Danish primary/middle (folkeskole) and 

secondary (gymnasium) school systems. It is intended to provide a glimpse into the 

educational objectives of the two kinds of schools as well as identify the digital and general 

resources available to schools.  

 

 Education in Denmark is compulsory for everyone between the ages of 6 and 16 and while 

most education is public, private schools and home schooling also exist. Danish education is 

free through university and Danish public schools are municipally (and amt) run-that is, these 

authorities own and run the schools, administering salaries, buildings, and educational 

resources. The municipalities are given block grants from the Danish state. The school system 

is divided into two types of school related to an early elementary and middle school education 

and a high school university prep course in the other.  The folkeskole is one year of pre-

school, nine years of elementary and middle schooling and one additional year (though not all 

take this, those going on to university are required). Gymnasiums are generally two to three 

year college preparatory schools. There are no national regulations on the manner of teaching, 
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but the Danish Educational Ministry sets goals for each subject and national tests are required 

to make evaluate whether these goals are met.  

 

With regard to general digital technology efforts, the Danish government has been very 

proactive in funding and providing direction for initiatives. At the end of the 1990s there were 

heavy investments in infrastructure with regard to internet access. Three specific initiatives 

were started in the last ten years: IT Media and the Danish Folkekole (2001-2004); The 

Virtual Gymnasium (2001-2005) and IT in the Danish Fokeskole (2004-2007). These 

initiatives primarily consisted of studies related to integration of IT in the different schools. 

The Virtual Gymnasium report, for example, included IT competences as a fourth vital skill 

alongside the three other traditional skills taught in schools: reading, writing and arithmetic 

(DME 2001:30). This report in particular outlined the various uses of IT for different subjects 

and gave large emphasis on its importance in facilitating “flexible learning”-where IT was 

important for facilitating learning so teachers and students need not be in the same physical 

space. According to the report, most teachers at the gymnasium level use IT prolifically but 

that it is not a dominating part of their teaching. And that: “Tuition is largely completed with 

the traditional educational resources books, pencil and paper...” (DME 2001:30). This 

particular report is nine years old, so it will be interesting to see if this project’s small sample 

of teachers concurs with this. The DME report also found: 

 “Few teachers discussed negative aspects of IT in teaching, which can be attributed to their 

vast experience with using technology. They use IT, only where they find it relevant and where 

it adds to the teaching. They emphasize that students can quickly tell when IT is being used 

for technology’s sake and not with a subject relevant or pedagogic purpose.”(DME 2001:50). 

 

A recent report done with the Education Ministry and EVA (the evaluation arm of state’s 

education apparatus) found similarly, that folkeskole teachers also used IT in a supplementary 

fashion with traditional teaching tools, but that there was also a demand from teachers for 

further training and after education on implementing IT in subject specific courses (EVA 

2009). This study also found that folkeskoles school leadership’s prioritization of IT has a 

large role in the integration and functioning of IT in the school. Often there is access to IT, 

but it isn’t always functioning well for teachers (EVA 2009: 80). So according to these 

reports, teachers in Denmark seem to be comfortable with digital practices, tend to use them 

currently as one tool in a box of many in their teaching, are interested in incorporating them 
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further, but are sometimes hindered by inadequate resources or teacher training in their use. 

These issues will be discussed further in the literature section of the project. Neither of these 

Danish studies discussed educational games. 

 

More discussion of digital learning resources in Denmark and the Education Ministry’s EMU 

web portal will conclude the background analysis section. Before that, however, it may be 

useful to give a general background of the folkeskole and gymnasium systems in order to 

provide some context for discussion of SGI target markets and the educational field in which 

the company operates in Denmark. 

3.2.1. Folkeskole or upper primary school 

The municipality or kommune school board is responsible for more specific educational target 

setting for folkeskoler and in addition to national testing, quality assurance is the 

responsibility of a number of partners including the kommune, individual schools, and 

students and parents.  

3.2.1.1 Curriculum 

The required subjects in folkeskole include subjects in 3 broad areas: humanities (including 

courses in Danish, English, Christian studies, history, and social studies); practical/creative 

subjects (including courses in phys. Ed, music, art, and shop or home economics); and science 

subjects (maths, natural sciences/technology, geography, biology, physics and chemistry). In 

addition to these, there are required course in road safety, health and sex education, and 

labour and educational market preparation. 

3.2.1.2 Local and national objectives 

On a federal level, the Danish folkeskole is regulated by the Folkeskole Act which offers a 

framework for aims and standard requirements regarding which subjects are taught in the 

schools. Though individual municipalities and schools have fair latitude in organising 

themselves, they must prepare an annual quality report. The Education Ministry determines 

“Common Objectives” for folkeskole education. There are required national objectives 

regarding the subject aims, knowledge to be disseminated and skills areas to be developed. 

There are also objectives on what is called form levels, which is what is to be achieved and 

measured at the end of their program of education in the different subjects. 

3.2.1.3 Class size and assessment 

Unlike American schools where student proficiency is a factor in determining which classes 

the students take, the Danish folkskole divides classes solely on the basis of age. The average 
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folkeskole class has 20 students and usually cannot exceed 28. The school is not exam 

oriented and assessment does not generally include grades of ‘failure’. Though national 

testing exists, education is very geared to individual ability. And no two students are given the 

same time so comparisons cannot be made within a class. At the end of 9th form, students do 

go to exams in seven subjects (5 mandatory and 2 randomly drawn). There is also a 

mandatory interdisciplinary project. 

3.2.1.4 Educational materials and purchasing decisions 

Learning resources at the individual folkeskoles library consists of books, PCs, IT software, electronic 

databases and net services available to students and teachers alike. In addition to this, each region has 

its own teacher resource center and some counties have set up media resource centers. 

3.2.1.5 IT and computer use in Folkeskoles 

Since 2003, nearly a billion Danish kroner have been invested by the municipal and national 

governments to reduce the ratio of student to computer in folkeskoler. In 2006, that number was 4.88 

students per computer in the folkeskole (DME 2007). The aim was to place them in individual 

classrooms and not only specially assigned computer rooms. According to the educational ministry 60 

million Danish kroner has been invested in creating a national stage for both traditional and digital 

teaching material. All folkeskoles use LMS (learning management systems) to facilitate 

communication. The Danish Ministry of Education also disseminates information on teaching 

materials through its EMU web portal and supports the publication of documents promoting the use of 

GBL in the classroom, including Et Virtuelspring I Computerspil til Undersvisning (DME and IT 

Medie I Folkeskole 2005).  

3.2.2 Gymnasium or secondary schools 

After folkeskole, students can choose between vocational schools or a general secondary 

education. Thirty-three percent choose the former and sixty percent the latter 

(Gymnasieskolernes Lærerforening 2008 [web page] URL: http://www.gl.org/GL-

Sites/WWW/Forside/Uddannelse_og_udvikling/it_politik). 

The point of gymnasium education is preparation for higher education. In order to be 

admitted, a student should have completed nine-ten yrs of basic education in Denmark or its 

equivalent, and must have taken the mandatory final exam of folkeskole. If the student has not 

taken these tests, they must take an admissions test. To be admitted to the HF gymnasium 

(one of four types, see below), the students also needs to have taken final exams in Danish, 

English, math, a second foreign language and physics/chemistry. 
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3.2.2.1 Curriculum 

There are four types of gymnasium: STX and HF programs (cover humanities, natural science 

and social science subjects); HHX (focuses on business, social and economic studies-usually 

paired with foreign language courses); and HTX programs (focusing on technology and 

scientific courses in combination with other general subjects). Elective courses are also 

offered within each program. Interdisciplinary courses are taught as well. The subjects are 

placed in C, B, and A levels that correspond to the scale, frequency, and depth of the courses.  

3.2.2.2 Municipal and national objectives 

Gymnasiums are self-governing, but follow rules issues by the Ministry of Education and the 

Danish Folketinget (national parliament). Financial grants are given to schools by the 

Ministry based on the number of students. The head of each school reports to a school board 

appointed by teachers and students. The Education Ministry requests quality assessments and 

it is up to the school how they would like to conduct this. 

3.2.2.3 Class size and assessment 

Grades are given in gymnasium on a 7 point scale from 3-12. Grades are given throughout the 

year and final grades at the completion. In addition all students write a major project as part of 

their final grade for the program. Exams are oral, written, case or project tests. The Danish 

Education Ministry creates all written exams and appoints examiners. Up to 25% of teaching 

time can be spent on “virtually organised teaching”, where students and teachers are not 

meeting physically (DME 2008: 4). This may be interesting in light of the adoption of digital 

practices and GBL in the Danish context that will be discussed in the analysis section of this 

project. 

3.2.2.4 Gymnasium teacher training 

In order to teach at the gymnasium level, teachers need to have completed a master’s program 

at a university or in some cases show comparable training. They must also have completed a 

course in educational theory and practice. This is a salary paid program where the master’s 

graduate is required to teach under supervision for two years. 

3.2.2.5 Educational materials 

Materials are acquired in similar ways to the folkeskole system, though it’s widely thought 

that gymnasium teachers have more autonomy and leeway in choosing which materials are 

used in the classroom. 
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3.2.3 EMU web portal, digital learning, and GBL  

The EMU (www.emu.dk) is the national web portal for learning resources for schools, 

colleges, and adult education in Denmark, and is funded by the Ministry of Education. EMU 

stands for “Electronic Meeting Place for the Educational World”. There are a few sub sites 

under the EMU site including the National Repository of Learning Resources 

(Materialeplatformen). The EMU site has been called the “backbone of the entire Danish 

digital learning resource system” (OECD 2009: 6), and a tool for implementing national IT 

and digital learning policy. The site allows learners and educators access to online and digital 

education resources, and certain digital learning programs are developed and maintained 

under the EMU service. In a small country such as Denmark innovative practices can be 

shared quite easily between local and ministerial level and the EMU is a conduit for such 

sharing. Subscriptions to EMU and publisher content are the model of distribution of some 

digital learning resources to schools. In this sense, it has become a competitor in the field of 

digital learning resources. For example, more than 80% of Danish schools have a subscription 

to Skole Aftale, a commercially produced digital learning resource targeted to primary and 

lower secondary students, delivered through the EMU UNI-login system (OECD 2009:12). 

The EMU subscription model, while allowing for the development of a more sustainable 

market for online learning materials (since DK is so small linguistically and population-wise) 

presents a dilemma in terms of the range of materials individual teachers may use in their 

teaching. Their free choice of materials may be limited since schools and municipalities 

decide on the contracts. Publishers, who sell subscriptions through the EMU UNI umbrella, 

feel they are providing legitimate, national curriculum relevant material to teachers. 

 A quick look at the discussion of computer games in education on the EMU website much of 

the information provided has to do with presenting debate on the merits of educational games 

for the classroom. But Serious Games Interactive products are present on the site. 

 

In general, various people seem to be responsible for making digital learning resource 

purchase decisions. At the gymnasium level, it appears that teachers have more say in what 

course material is used in their classroom than teachers at the upper primary school level. 

However, GBL subscription decisions involving buying licenses may mean the school rector 

or IT/multimedia staff member has more of a say. At the upper primary school level, school 

librarians, and management (rector) and municipalities have a good deal of influence. The 

http://www.emu.dk/�
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diagram below illustrates the different decision makers who may be responsible for an 

educational game purchase. 

 
Figure 3: Educational materials acquisition, Decision makers map, source: own 

The literature focusing on educational games or games-based learning (GBL) identifies 

certain rationales used by proponents of the games, as well as outlines the barriers to 

classroom adoption faced by producers of these games. The barriers or obstacles can be 

classified as having to do with legitimacy issues and fear (partly borne from a perception of 

illegitimacy) on the one hand; and practical implementation issues on the other. The first task 

of this section will be to identify how educational games and games-based learning theorists 

define such games. The second task will be to identify the rationales for GBL, that is, how 

educational games/GBL proponents rationalize the use of educational games in the classroom. 

The third task will be to review barriers to classroom adoption as identified in the literature. A 

fourth and final task of the literature review will be to uncover recommendations from the 

literature on marketing, design and distribution of educational games given existing barriers to 

adoption. 

4.0 Literature review 
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4.1. What is an educational game and games-based learning? 

J. Hogel defines an educational game as a "...a game, simulation, microworld or toy designed 

to be used as a cognitive tool," (Hogel 1996:7). Educational games, as was discussed in the 

background analysis, are video or computer games used in the classroom to impart a lesson. 

They may be purposely built games developed for students or commercial off the shelf games 

(COTS) adapted for use in the classroom. 

Games-based learning is the practice of using these games for their learning effect. Kurt 

Squire, a pioneer in the study of educational games and GBL defines it this way: 

“Game-based learning can be understood as a particular kind of designed experience, where 

players participate in ideological worlds, worlds designed to support a particular kind of 

reaction, feelings, emotions, and at times thoughts and identities, which game-based learning 

designers are leveraging for education and training.” (Squire 2008: 9) 

This notion of games as a ‘designed experience’ is perhaps a defining and contrasting 

attribute of games when discussed in relation to textbook learning. 

4.2 Rationales for use of educational games 

The following sections describe the main rationales for adoption of games-based learning. 

4.2.1 The ‘value’ rationale: new and expedited learning 

The literature on games-based learning (GBL) and the use of digital technology by students 

emphasizes that these practices lead to new forms of learning that are important for a 

changing society. Some theorists argue that digital games help facilitate traditional curriculum 

learning as well as offer new types of learning by providing an additional tool at the disposal 

of educators. Other theorists go so far as to say that games based learning and traditional 

learning are in opposition and a fundamental restructuring of the educational system may be 

at hand (Drotner 2008). 

 

 In the literature, the specific value of educational games is the medium's innovative approach 

-an approach termed "stealth learning" by one of the leading theorists on games-based 

learning, Marc Prensky (Prensky 2001:24). Digital games-based learning has some of the 

following characteristics according to the literature: 

• It’s "fun" (Pivec 2007:389; Michael and Chen 2006:20);  

• It’s interactive and fosters agency (Addis 2005: 730; Becker 2007);  

• Engenders immersion (Wideman et al. 2007);  
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• Can be customized or personalized (ELSPA 2006: 5). 

 

 In this way, educational games may provide a fundamentally different way of learning. All of 

these characteristics can, according to GBL theorists, go a long way toward solving a 

perennial problem in education-student motivation. Students have a stake in learning because 

they are co-creators or agents in that learning in a more immediate and fun way than with 

traditional lecture and textbook learning. Educational games also provide an immersive 

context, which facilitates motivation and expedites skill development:  

  "...the personally meaningful and valued social and material worlds in which game learning 

takes place may be 'virtual' from an outsiders perspective: however, they have a 

psychological reality for the player that directly mediates the player's level of immersion, 

persistence in the face of challenges, and intrinsic desire to learn” (Wideman et al. 2007:11)  

 

The Federation of American Scientists report on videogames for learning echoes this 

distinction about the experiential nature of games-based learning compared to traditional 

learning methods: 

“[Educational games]…are based on challenge, reward, learning through doing and guided 

discovery, in contrast to the ‘tell and test’ methods of traditional instruction.” (FAS 2006: 

46). 

These comments are, for the most part, based on anecdotal and speculative observations about 

the power of learning through educational games, as many theorists will concede that studies 

on educational games’ impact on learning are lacking (Wideman et al. 2007: 15). But does 

learning through games really differ from text book/lecture learning? After all, one can 

argue that proper teaching can be dynamic, dialogue-centered/interactive and, in its non-

virtual way, immersive and motivational. That is, 'stealth learning' can be achieved via a 

professional and talented teacher. Still, these theorists would point to other differences in 

learning facilitated by games.  

   

Some theorists point out that children's use of new media including computer games 

encourages the development of "skilled simultaneous processing", where users are running 

multiple conversations at once; and this simultaneous processing requires the refinement of 

other skills including the ability to concentrate, achieve overview, and adapt to change (Jessen 

and Nielsen 2003:11; FAS 2006: 43);.  
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Some argue that through the use of new media and particularly interactive media, students 

develop the ability to master technology and that this in itself is a new "general qualification" 

that will benefit students in the future (Jessen and Nielsen 2003: 16; Drotner 2008: 167).  

 

Drotner writes extensively on the differences between learning that occurs via digital 

practices including educational games and that which occurs in traditional classroom learning. 

For her these practices are paradigm shifting and major. She characterizes school learning as 

being "...driven by systematic studies of particular facts or general issues" and that:  

  "…students are trained to think about knowledge as discrete pieces of information that can 

be transmitted to them from their teacher or their textbooks…” (Drotner 2008: 170).  

 

  She characterizes the approach to knowledge fostered by digital practices, however, as: 

 “..interest based and curiosity driven", a "...here-and-now, hands-on...problem-based and 

tangible " work process that facilitates an "..immediate appreciation of the learning process 

itself" (Drotner 2008: 170).  

 

While some digital education theorists see technology and games as additional tools at the 

disposal of educational authorities (Egenfeldt-Nielsen 2006).Drotner believes these two forms 

of learning are fundamentally at odds with each other:  

"[Digital practices] focus on the learning process rather than the resulting knowledge; they 

prioritize concrete issues over abstract concepts, experiences over facts and immediacy over 

delayed results." (Drotner 2008: 170).  

 An essential element in traditional learning called 'scaffolding' where teachers divide the 

learning into steps leading to accumulating forms of knowledge acquisition is also turned on 

its head in student's use of digital technology, and non-linear learning is the rule more than the 

exception (Drotner 2008: 172).  

 

In sum, the literature points to the following features and attributes of both digital practices in 

the classroom and digital games based learning (see table): 
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Characteristics of/skills fostered 
by GBL products and COTS games 

Description Source 

Fun Narrative simulated worlds with 
characters and surprise choices and 
outcomes make games a fun way to 
learn about issues.  

Pivec 2007:389; 
Michael & Chen 
2006:20 

Motivating Game play, the multimedia nature of 
games, the learning by doing make 
games more motivating than more 
passive forms of instructional material 

Prensky 2001; 
Becker 2001, Rosas 
2003 

Immersive Gamers can often spend hours at a time 
playing a game, and losing themselves in 
a flow experience manner.  

Wideman et al 
2007 

Interactive and experiential A game is interactive by nature and 
computer games often are simulations 
offering a ‘learning by doing’ experience. 

Addis 2005: 730; 
Beck 2007; Gee 
2003 

Customizable/personalized Games are inherently suited to  and 
game play is based on individual 
aptitudes 

ELSPA 2006:5 

Self-assessing Most games have built in levels and 
scoring particularly COTS games used in 
the classroom 

Jessen and Nielsen 
2003,  Squire 
2008:19 

Collaborative Gamers play in pairs or with others in 
online communities, and input and 
instruction can be gained from peers. 

Squire 2008:8; 

Failure-is-free Extensive trial and error is built into the 
game.  

Prensky 2001;FAS 
2006; Beck and 
Wade 2004 

Skilled simultaneous processing 
developed 

The player is often multi-tasking and 
taking in many sorts of information at 
once. 

Jessen and Nielsen 
2003,  Squire 
2008:19 

Just in time learning  New skills and info are picked up just 
before they are needed. 

Prensky 2001 

Technological competence Games literacy adds to general digital 
literacy of students. 

Jessen and 
Nielsen2003; Rosas 
2003 

                 
Table 2, Characteristics of, skills fostered by GBL products and COTS games 

 
4.2.2 The ‘necessity’ rationale: “Digital natives” with new needs 

According to some authors, today's workers and especially today's students require an element 

of fun in their training or education. Games and games inspired content have become part of 

the fabric of society. Newspapers and websites regularly advertise games or feature games-

inspired advertising. Films regularly incorporate games inspired action sequences and 

aesthetics and the British Academy of Film Arts (the British equivalent of Danish Bodils, 
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American Oscars) now has an award in the games genre. There are also courses and degree 

programs at institutions around the world. Copenhagen’s IT University sponsors a master’s 

program major in games and game design, and there are numerous smaller programs at 

different education levels in Denmark. In New York City, the MacArthur Foundation has 

supported the creation of a public school that will use principles of game design such as 

instant feedback and graphic imagery to promote learning (New York Times 2008). The fun 

element is a requirement partly due to this increasing presence of ‘fun’ games in all areas of 

society. Also, during their formative years, today’s students and workers have grown 

accustomed to interactive practices at home, including the playing of computer games. As 

GBL theorists see it, today’s schools are using outdated and less effective tools to teach a new 

generation of students with different learning aptitudes. Certain “cognitive style changes" 

have been observed in the Games Generation. This generation operates with the following 

changes in cognitive style (Prensky 2001: 52):  

   

• "twitch speed vs. conventional speed"  

• "graphics first vs. text first"  

• "parallel processing vs. linear processing"  

• "random access vs. step-by-step"  

• "play vs. work"  

• "fantasy vs. reality"  

• "technology as friend vs. technology as foe"  

 Prensky concludes:  

“It is now clear that as a result of this ubiquitous environment and the sheer volume of their 

interaction with it, today’s students think and process information fundamentally differently 

from their predecessors.”(Marc Prensky, “Digital Natives, Digital Immigrants” 2001: URL 

http://www.marcprensky.com/writing/default.asp) 

 Again though, it has been argued that the effects of games-based learning and the cognitive 

changes induced by it have not been studied enough empirically. 

As discussed briefly earlier in the thesis, the design process a of GBL products differs from 

that of other more traditional instructional material and reflects the changing media 

http://www.marcprensky.com/writing/default.asp�
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environment in which today’s students are surrounded. In the GBL game design process itself, 

the role of educators or instructional designers has often been marginal compared to their 

involvement in the textbook design process and even considered redundant in some cases. 

Echoing some of what Drotner and others pointed out about the differences between 

traditional learning and digital and GBL learning, Squire points out that traditional 

textbook/instructional design is fundamentally different than design originating in new media 

including games.  

“…the culture of traditional instructional design programs [is] seen to be at odds with the 

culture of contemporary media, particularly game cultures. Not only are text-based 

representations privileged over graphic or interactive representations, but the values 

underlying traditional instructional design practices-controlled information, predictability, 

linearity, hierarchies, and centralized control-are at odds with the values underlying the new 

media landscape: open access to information, flexibility, nonlinearity, user autonomy, 

customization, and permeable boundaries.” (Squire 2008:30). 

 

That this difference amounts to a ‘cultural’ difference says to this researcher that development 

and adoption of games for the classroom faces significant challenges. Those challenges are 

discussed in the following section of the literature review. 

 
4.3 Barriers to adoption of games-based learning 

Objections to educational games in the classroom resemble those reserved for other media 

introduced in the classroom as well as some new ones. According to the literature, these 

barriers to the use of non-traditional/text resources in the classroom reflect concerns from 

numerous actors in the educational field. These actors include teachers, students, educational 

publishers, local and national educational authorities, and public and private financiers. The 

following sections will look at some of the theory regarding specific barriers to the use of 

educational games in the classroom as well as touch on barriers to educational media (CD 

ROMs, film, TV, Internet, computers) that occurred in the last few decades. From a review of 

the literature, barriers to adoption of both digital educational technology and more 

specifically, GBL, fall into two broad areas of concern: fear and legitimacy issues and 

practical implementation issues. The next sections will describe these issues further. 
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4.3.1. Legitimacy: gatekeepers and markers of legitimacy 
 
The legitimization of an educational game takes place within the educational field foremost 

and among its constituents. Within the institutional theory of organizations, the term ‘field’ is 

defined as: 

 “...those organizations that, in the aggregate, constitute a recognized area of institutional 

life: key suppliers, resource and product consumers, regulatory agencies, and other 

organizations that produce similar services or products” (DiMaggio and Powell 1991: 143).  

Legitimacy for Serious Games Interactive and its products then can mostly likely be conferred 

by some or all of the constituent actors in the educational field including: local, regional and 

national authorities (analogous to regulatory agencies in DiMaggio and Powell’s theory), 

teachers, students, parents (all analogous to consumers), foundations and academic partners 

(similar to D & M’s key suppliers), educational publishers, and competitor educational game 

developers. In a similar but perhaps less holistic way, Caves’ work on creative industries, 

discusses the role of gatekeepers, critics and certifiers in conferring artist/film (in this case, 

game or game developer) worth, legitimacy, and in easing successful navigation of the 

market. Caves’ theory will be addressed more fully in the design and marketing implications 

section of the literature review. 

 Fear and skepticism on the part of some of organizational field actors may delay 

legitimization of educational games and prevent their adoption in the classroom. Other more 

objective markers of legitimacy such as curriculum relevance and proof of learning, in turn, 

affect the level of fear or skepticism different actors in the educational field may have. It is 

clear that fear and legitimacy are closely intertwined as are other more objective means of 

achieving legitimacy. All can make illegitimacy a barrier to adoption of GBL in the 

classroom.  

4.3.1.1 Educational authorities and teachers:  

GBL ‘illegitimacy’ or lack of uncontested legitimacy stems partly from the fears, skepticism, 

textualism and digital illiteracy of educational gatekeepers .Many teachers and school 

authorities have a skepticism borne from the hype surrounding these earlier examples of 

promising instructional media and the subsequent deflation at it's inability to solve entrenched 

learning and motivation obstacles (Pivec 2007: 392). As Becker writes: "None of these 

methods or technologies has solved all of the problems their proponents claimed they would, 
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and all have created brand new problems," (Becker 2007: 480).  

   

Fears of a change in the pedagogical order of things can suppress even effective and proven 

examples of new educational media. Marc Prensky has written about the interesting case of an 

American serious games start-up, Learn Technologies Interactive, which developed a dozen 

successful games applications teaching astronomy, French language, literature and 

paleontology. The Dalton School in New York, an elite boarding school, initially funded the 

continued development of such games, but eventually killed the project because the school 

board became frightened. They viewed the use of the games not as a technological 

transformation of the school, but a pedagogical one (Prensky 2001: 192).  

 

Some theorists contend that teachers have been generally suspect of technology in the 

classroom due to unfamiliarity with how it works or a lack of understanding in how to use the 

different forms (Becker 2007: 479). Many teachers may also feel it as an encroachment on 

their role as authority and knowledge source in the classroom. They may even fear being 

replaced or marginalized by the technology (Michael and Chen 2006: 127; Prensky 2001: 

192).  

  

Kaspar Nyholm makes an important point that teachers are not a homogeneous group and that 

their attitudes and acceptance of digital practices in the classroom may differ. He identifies 

four types of teachers on the basis of their level of acceptance and interest in media and digital 

practices in the Danish folkeskole classroom: “the saved”, “the potentially suitable”, “the 

perplexed”, and “the renegade”. His model might be useful when thinking about the adoption 

of GBL in the classroom. Nyholms four ideal types are described below: 

 

a.“The Saved”: Is a technologically competent teacher who uses media privately and in 

teaching on a daily basis. This person has always had an interest in IT and is often self-taught. 

This person sees digital media and media generally as a natural extension of the school’s 

agenda and demands to implement it or use it are not burdensome to them. They tend to have 

the view that such practices enliven and make relevant teaching for today’s students. 

b.“The Potentially Suitable”: This teacher is the most common type of teacher in relation to 

media. They have experience using IT and digital technology privately, use it less so in their 

teaching, however, they are interested in using it in the classroom. They have limited 
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technical competency which limits their use of it. According to Nyholm, this teacher is not 

digitally literate enough to give the students appropriate challenges or to adequately judge 

their digital work production (Nyholm 2008: 28). He does go on to say that they can become 

the Saved type with appropriate attention and education and learn to integrate media in the 

classroom. 

c.“The Perplexed”: This teacher is completely cut off from technological developments and 

has no experience privately or professionally with digital media. Nor does this teacher have a 

desire to develop or engage themselves with it. They often see digital demands/standards set 

by educational authorities as an unrealistic burden and think that attention and resources 

should be devoted to other more traditional types of development. Nyholm stresses that this 

type of teachers should be given digital instruction in the form of a course where instrumental 

use is the focus and the goal is the teacher’s ability to imagine the use of digital media in the 

classroom is strengthened. He says they must be encouraged on several levels- partly with 

successful media integration examples from the Saved, partly from school management’s 

sending a signal that the educational ministry’s demands in this area and common sense 

should be taken seriously (Nyholm 2008: 29). 

d.“The Renegade”: This teacher is technologically competent and uses IT daily but foremost 

privately and very little in the classroom. He or she is usually disillusioned with the merits of 

digital media in the classroom and generally thinks students aren’t in a position to use the 

media in a constructive, critical and sensible manner. According to Nyholm these teachers 

reject their students’ fascination with digital media and their criticism of it in the classroom 

does not endear them to the students, rather it makes them appear hopelessly old-fashioned 

and as know-it-alls (Nyholm 2008:29). This kind of teacher is actually rare and encouraging 

them to integrate media in the classroom is often very difficult. 

 

While these categories also reflect a practical barrier to implementation of digital media, the 

various degrees of teacher resistance to achieving digital literacy stem from fears about their 

own role in education and from concerns about its legitimacy as a teaching tool.  The OECD 

study on IT in Danish schools, however, pointed out that Danish teachers were comfortable 

with technology in education as a supplement, but were less so with packaged courseware 

type material: 

“Although most teachers feel comfortable with internet and web-materials, this does not mean 

they will willingly incorporate the digital learning resource instead of the old style books. 
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They love to make their own materials and modify for their usages in the classroom. This is 

the reason why the digital whiteboard is so popular among teachers, but educational software 

or pre-made web-materials are not” (OECD 2009: 20) 

Perhaps this individualized customization of teaching method and resistance to educational 

software comes from a fear of being replaced or their role becoming simply administrator of 

knowledge processing instead of creative transmitter of that knowledge. There may also be 

what is called textualism (Saettler 1990), that is, the privileging of knowledge that comes 

from written text and assigning it more ‘truth’ than other media forms. It seems from the 

OECD study, however, that Danish teachers may not privilege one form or method over 

another, but simply prefer to gather various sources of knowledge (including Internet, etc) and 

package it in a way based on their sense of what has worked previously and on their own 

training. Using packaged courseware of any kind may simply be found not to be challenging 

to the teacher as a professional educator and a passive way to transmit knowledge. Or it may 

be that be that the material is found lacking and cannot convey all curriculum elements in 

their entirety. This will be discussed further in a coming section of the chapter. 

4.3.1.2 Educational publishers: Digital illiteracy and a history with edutainment. 

Nearly as important as the discussion of teachers’ fears, skepticism, and digital literacy as is 

educational publishers’ resistance to digital media for some similar reasons. Again, discussing 

different educational actors’ views on digital media including GBL products is important as it 

can illuminate how legitimacy might be gained by addressing the concerns and in some cases, 

inexperience or ignorance, of these actors. An OECD study on digital learning resources in 

Denmark concluded that educational publishers, while understanding that IT and digital 

resources cannot be ignored, have not succeeded in providing innovative products. They 

manage often only to reproduce traditional textbooks in a digital format. The study attributed 

this to earlier economic failures related to the edutainment products of the 90’s (OECD 2009: 

17). 

4.3.1.3 Students, parents and the social perception of games 

Students and parents can also confer legitimacy on games in the classroom. The few studies 

done with educational games in the classroom found that students who were regular gamers 

were often the most resistant or skeptical to games in the classroom (Egenfeldt-Nielsen 2003). 

In this case, a kind of hyper digital literacy and games literacy among some students can make 

GBL games seem inappropriate for the classroom or a substandard experience for these 

regular gamer students (only the best and latest graphics, game play elements, hardware 
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constitute legitimate games). It becomes partly a perception problem in that games (and other 

digital media as well) are marked as recreation for them and not for school use (Ma Y. et al 

2007: 515; Andersen et al 2007); and partly a practical implementation issue which will be 

addressed in a later section of the theory review. 

Parents often have one of two views on digital or videogames overall. Some play themselves 

or at the least may be able to see the educational potential of such games. In the interest of 

wanting their children to be prepared for challenges in the future workplace they may want 

them to be as technologically competent as possible and games may be seen as part of the 

preparation for this. Others may be more tradition bound and have similar concerns as those 

of teachers. They may have an added concern around purported influence of violent 

videogames on their children (Baek, Y.K. 2008: 665). This is dealt with in the games industry 

in Europe with a ratings system called PEGI (Pan European Game Information). Games are 

rated with the following numbers 3, 7, 12, 16, 18. A game rated a 3 is suitable for all ages, 

while a game rated 18 is most suitable for adults. The ratings are not related to difficulty or 

skill level, but age suitability with regard to content, for example, the level of violence 

depicted in a game. 

4.3.1.4 Curriculum relevance as a marker for legitimacy 

Providers of educational resources must often take into account national government policy. 

Pressure from national testing in countries like Great Britain, for example,  means educational 

materials are more appealing to schools if they support a national or curriculum or new 

government educational initiatives (Buckingham and Scanlon 2005: 46). Adherence to 

national and/or local directives or standards can be a means of extending legitimacy to 

educational material. 

 

Today, national governments and educational ministries seems to send mixed messages in 

wanting students prepared for the twenty-first century workplace and to acquire skills relevant 

for an information society, while at the same time calling for traditional curricula and 

traditional skills assessment. This push and pull conflict between curriculum standards and a 

rapidly changing technological society in part is caused by previous experience with tech 

products in the classroom. Some of the major objections to educational software produced in 

the 1980s and 90s had to do with a basic issue of poor quality. These games lacked engaging 

narrative, high quality graphics and other elements to motivate teachers and students alike. 

They also taught drill-like activities that quickly bored students and generally focused on 
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lower level forms of learning (Wideman et al 2007:15). 

 

Teachers and educational authorities also found it difficult to recognize any pedagogical 

foundation or theory of learning in these earlier efforts (Wideman et al 2007: 16). Digital 

games theorists today say that today's educational games are grounded in constructivist 

theories of education (Pivec 2007:390); Becker 2007: 480; Egenfeldt-Nielsen 2005).  

 

Empirical evidence of the value of GBL and digital technology in the classroom and its role in 

conferring legitimacy is discussed next. 

 
4.3.1.5 Proof of learning as a legitimacy marker 

Another aspect to the legitimacy issue and GBL adoption is the lack of documentation of 

learning effects or "proof of learning" (Michael and Chen 2006: 37, 121) and dissemination of 

this from academic journals to teaching environments. What may complicate assessment, 

however, is that comparisons to traditional instructional methodologies and their effects may 

not be apt (Hogle 1996: 13). 

Hogle believes that educational games should be evaluated on the activities stimulated and the 

specific abilities they foster. As an example of how the learning may differ and therefore 

require less standardized assessment, he points to Seginer's study of pre-adolescent boys in 

Israel comparing gaming ability with traditional academic ability. Seginer found gaming 

ability differs from academic ability in a few ways, one of which is that gaming ability unlike 

academic ability is not directly affected by social background or status (Seginer 1980 as cited 

in Hogle 1996: 13). Learners also have preferences and how the game is incorporated in the 

classroom (collaborative and open versus individual play) may also account for different 

learning outcomes.  Also, games may foster 'stealth learning' or implicit knowledge 

acquisition that cannot easily be measured (Hogel 1996: 15).  National or standardized 

curriculums and educational goals might make this 'separate but equal' assessment 

requirement unacceptable, costly, or at the least neglected.  

The OECD study on digital learning resources in Danish schools concluded that there was a 

lack of evaluation and research on the effects of digital practices on teaching and learning, 

and that the role of digital resources was still marginal in teachers’ teaching methods and was 

not a substitution for printed material but supplementary (OECD 2009). This is a catch 22 

situation since digital resources, games or otherwise, must be brought into the classroom and 
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used with some regularity in order to be evaluated, and yet teachers and school authorities are 

reluctant to use these resources without empirical assessment backing them. 

4.3.2 Practical implementation barriers 

This section describes a number of the more practical obstacles to adoption of games-based 

learning. These include a digital literacy divide; a deficiency in time and resources; and 

market access challenges. 

4.3.2.1 Digital divide 

As mentioned in the section on fear and legitimacy concerns as barriers to GBL adoption, a 

digital divide may exist in the classroom. There can be a division between what students can 

do and/or are comfortable with compared to their teachers, differences between boys and girls 

in the classroom, and between lower income students who may not have the same resources at 

home (though Seginer’s study says otherwise). All of these divisions may obstruct or 

complicate the implementation of GBL in the classroom. 
 

The divide between teachers and students was mentioned earlier in the project and often 

reflects a generational divide. Still as noted in that section, teachers are not a homogeneous 

group and may display the same capabilities/familiarity with games as their students. 

 

Some theorists contend that computer use in general differs according to gender and that 

while both boys and girls are interested in computers, they use them in different ways and in 

different contexts. Girls may prioritize the social interaction involved in the playing of 

computer games, for example, while boys prioritize action of the game and goal 

seeking (Jessen and Nielsen 2003: 22). As digital game playing was originally dominated by 

boys, they developed a shared culture and history related to games. According to many 

authors girls did not do this, so when they want help playing a game they lack these networks 

to help them navigate difficult or new aspects of games (Jessen 2003: 25). This could impact 

the administration and use of educational games in the classroom.  

 

Differences are also evident in the content used by girls and boys (Wartella, O'Keefe, 

Scantlin, 2000). Much of the theory on gender differences and interactive media, particularly 

games, stresses that boys prefer strategy games and girls prefer adventure games (Jessen 2003 

and Nielsen: 26). Income differences or family background may also affect successful 

implementation of GBL in the classroom. Some students might not have access to internet or 
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computer games at home. This may not be a problem in Denmark and Scandinavia where IT 

and games are widespread and income differences are not as large as in other countries. 

4.3.2.2 Lack of time and sufficient technological resources 

Games technology is constantly developing so there is a constant requirement to upgrade and 

replace both hardware and software. How this effects implementation, adoption and design of 

educational games is an important issue. In addition to this, internet connections for online 

games need to be stable and substantial. This concern with resources has been mentioned in 

the literature as a major obstacle to the use of games in the classroom (Michael and Chen 

2006: 31). Many schools lack the kind of computer equipment that more sophisticated digital 

games demand. Often several different types of computers of various ages and capabilities are 

in use in the school. COTS game play usually lasts hours and this is not useful for classroom 

use of games.  

4.3.2.3 Access to market and market challenges 

Locating the customer for games-based learning products can be difficult. Schools have a 

range of decision makers who need to be contacted about a possible IT purchase (Jones and 

Rowley 2009: 343). It is often difficult for game developers to gain access, contact and spend 

time talking to potential customers in schools.  The market gatekeepers for GBL include 

teachers, parents, librarians, municipal authorities, and educational publishers and others. In 

addition, each may have some objections to the use or promotion of GBL learning-many of 

these objections been discussed in earlier sections of this literature review. 

In addition budget constraints may complicate or prolong the decision making process. 

 

Game developers also recognize that gatekeeper reticence and the ever evolving nature of 

digital content distribution complicate market access for such products. For example, usually 

educational material require an educational publisher to sign on, though the distribution model 

for digital educational content is changing and conforming to some degree with general 

distribution models used by other digital content producers in other fields-subscription, direct 

portal downloads, pervasive/mobile distribution, etc. The ever evolving model may be 

difficult for teachers or school authorities to decipher or keep up with. 

   

In the US, parents have become the target market for educational games producers seeking to 

reach students. The campaigns are particularly suited to that market where competition to get 

into private universities is intense and any new key to getting a leg up on other students is 
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often welcomed by parents (Varenne, Godman & McDermott 1998). In marketing material 

directly addressing American parents via children's television and magazines such as Family 

PC, parents are told that digital games will help their children orient to the competitive 

environment and demands of school (Ito 2006: 5).That kind of competition does not exist in 

Denmark where students are generally not separated into different levels based on ability and 

where access to higher education is free and generally more accessible. Selling to parents also 

means selling in the retail market and this market can be difficult to penetrate without the 

backing and push of an educational publisher who acts as a market gatekeeper (Michael and 

Chen 2006: 139). While large gaming and educational publisher companies are beginning to 

consider educational games as a viable market, they have been slow to enter it. Still, 

according to Buckingham and Scanlon, educational publishing like other aspects of 

publishing is experiencing consolidation and is increasingly tied to other areas of media 

industries. This trend will, according to the authors lead to an increased blurring of 'education' 

and 'entertainment', where the home will come to be viewed as an extension of the school and 

a place where informal learning will take place (Buckingham and Scanlon 2005: 45). Serious 

educational games developers and publishers may be shooting themselves in the foot by 

ignoring the parental market. Still the same authors point out that for smaller companies the 

home market may be more elusive than the school market (Buckingham and Scanlon 2005: 

54).  

   

Some educational game developers including SGI are reluctant to market in ways that they 

feel may undermine the credibility and integrity of their educational product-print advertising 

directed at parents is one of these ways (Mikkel Lucas Overbye Interview 2009:4). Marketing 

plans which take into account national differences with regard to attitudes toward extra-

curricular learning may be necessary.  

4.3.3 Summary figure of Barriers to Adoption of GBL 

The diagram below summarily illustrates some of the barriers to classroom adoption of GBL 

products identified in the literature (Figure 4, Barriers to adoption of GBL, source: own 

based on lit. review). 
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4.4 Design and marketing implications-recommendations from the literature 

Keeping in mind the two broad categories of barriers to adoption of GBL and having surveyed 

the literature for what constituted a good game, the following could be discerned. 

4.4.1 Approaching the market 

Given the barriers to adoption issues addressed in the literature, it is useful to examine what 

the literature has to say about a market approach to target markets of educational games. Most 

of the literature on educational games addresses questions of educational legitimacy and the 

practical issues of implementation. There are fewer texts discussing marketing of such 

products. The following section outlines the thinking on this issue that could be found.  

 

Producers and distributors of educational resources including digital media and games make 

explicit claims about their product's relation to school work and often promise 'fun' for the 

student (Buckingham and Scanlon 2005: 44). Purchasing an educational package version of a 

digital game can be very expensive so an appeal to the products pedagogical effect/legitimacy 

is important for this reason as well as for basic requirements of a school or educational 

authority. In addition to this, games need to be tailored to curricula and providing a 

curriculum mapping as well as extensive support teacher support material are viewed as 
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necessary (Baek, Y.K. 2008: 671) Buckingham and Scanlon point out that marketing of 

educational software needs to market its learning effect "to provide significant grounds to 

justify their [school's, teachers'] purchase," (Buckingham and Scanlon 2005: 50). Episodic 

availability of educational games may reduce the purchase price, as will increased internet 

portal distribution.  

Word of mouth and partnerships with other producers or education related institutions are 

important factors when marketing in the educational field. In their study of the marketing of 

educational software products in the UK, Jones and Rowley found that “.Teachers sell to 

teachers” and that it was important for companies to develop relationships with schools, 

teachers through whatever avenues exist (Jones and Rowley 2009: 344).  The teachers must 

also have the opportunity to evaluate the games by playing, given that they are a somewhat 

complex experiential good (Becker 2007: 482). They can do this by playing demos provided 

on the developer’s website or with copies provided by publishers. This is why market access 

barriers are vital issues to be solved.  

Partnering with universities and other types of educational and governmental 

/nongovernmental organizations was also viewed as an important way to reach the market 

(Lynch and Tunstall 2008; Jones and Rowley 2009). One can speculate that these other 

organizations help confer legitimacy on the company and its products in addition to providing 

any resources for development. It is also a way for the company to help shape the market. For 

example, if a game developing company partners with a foundation or an organization with an 

agenda on “Building Tomorrow’s Schools”, the company can help shape and implement that 

agenda in the future. Word of mouth and partnership strategies address the market access 

issues described earlier. Reaching the education customer seems to be a multilayered process 

of advancing through different gatekeepers, and certifiers, and not always in a progressive 

linear fashion. Word of mouth can also be packaged in the form of teacher testimonials 

displayed on the company’s website or on the product itself.  

 

Caves, in his seminal work on creative industries, also discussed the role of market 

gatekeepers including critics and certifiers as gain attesting to a creative product’s worth and 

legitimacy (Caves 2000). These gatekeepers and certifiers occupy a similar position as 

organizational field actors in organization theory in terms of conferring legitimacy. Caves 

discussed how certifiers or gatekeepers in creative industries are important particularly in the 

evaluation and introduction of “experience goods” to the market. This researcher will take the 
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assumptive leap that educational games production is a creative industry because of its use of 

story narrative, visual artists, and the unpredictability of sales outcomes- Caves’ “nobody 

knows” property of creative goods (Caves 2000: 189). Included among the certifiers in Caves 

theory are awards and prizes accumulated by products. So provided that the giver of the 

award is a credible actor or even credible peripheral actor in the educational field or games 

field, awards given to games are worth mentioning in the marketing efforts. 

In the same way that awards function as certifiers of a creative products’ worth and 

legitimacy, critics and critical appraisal in relevant media can open the gates to a market 

(Caves 2000: 193). In the educational field, favorable reviews of a product in a magazine 

catering to teaching professionals or even in the general news media can lift the market 

chances of this product. 

4.4.2 Distribution 

Technological convergence means that publishers of all stripes are attempting a 'multi-

platform' approach linking, for example, educational content from books to CD-ROMS, to 

Internet sites. Staying on top of these changes in delivery of digital content is extremely 

important for the game developing company both pre and post game production. For example, 

because of cost issues and ease of operability, online delivery of educational games has been 

especially important for the ability to sell games to classrooms. This requires, however, a 

change in design since the technology is different for production. In some cases, it may make 

things easier, but putting 3D gaming technology in an online delivered game for example, 

requires more innovative thinking since it mostly exists for console games only. 

4.4.3 Design issues: what makes a good GBL product? 

Since there are few empirical studies on the use of games in the classroom, it makes sense that 

design issues beyond discussion of curriculum relevance have not been debated in the 

literature. Again, it is interesting that the literature on the design and marketing of educational 

materials in general is scarce, and especially scarce in relation to the marketing of educational 

games. Perhaps this reflects the hybrid nature of this market – a public institutional 

(predominantly) market with characteristics of a business to business market. 

Selling/marketing may also be more distasteful since educational products can be considered 

a public good and therefore tainted by their association with the hard sell. It is also a 

knowledge good that may be seen to be compromised by too much advertising. This isn’t to 

say that “selling” does not occur in the educational market, but it seems to be of a different, 

more subtle, less tangible character including as discussed earlier, and word-of-mouth. Still 
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some direction as to design considerations of educational games could be identified in the 

literature. The table below divides important features mentioned in the literature, according to 

whether they are basic components of the game and the hardware, or whether they are 

legitimacy enhancing support features.  

 
Figure 5, Features of a good GBL product, source: own based on lit. review 
 
Graphics and audio elements are important to students but they are willing to compromise 

with lesser quality if game play is good or better (Jessen and Nielsen 2003: 45; McFarlane et 

al 2002, cited ELSPA). Noise off feature allows for less bothersome implementation or split 

class functions if the teacher wishes. The built in assessment features are key for measuring 

students’ progress. Save and exit features allow for unexpected lesson plan changes without 

losing previous experiences with the game. Male and female options for characters or 

nongendered characters may help solve the consequences of the games gender digital divide. 

The other features have been discussed earlier in this section or in other sections of the 

literature review and background analysis. 

5.0 

5.1 SGI’s product portfolio and GC: Latin America explained 

Case study analysis 

As described earlier, Serious Games Interactive is a small Danish company providing 

educational computer games to the global market. The empirical aspect of this project focused 

on teachers’ experience with one title in the company’s Global Conflicts series of games, but 
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the project is concerned with general marketing and reception of their games to the Danish 

school system. The Global Conflicts series consists of these 4 titles in order of their 

development: GC: Palestine, GC: Latin America; GC: Child Soldiers, and the latest title GC: 

Sweatshops.  

In Global Conflicts: Latin America, the student plays a journalist seeking to interview 

important actors around a relevant issue. The student starts the game by picking a region/issue 

of interest on the map of Latin America. The game includes four missions taking place in 

three main regions:  

1. Maquiladoros is a mission that explores issues surrounding factories located on the 

Mexican/American border. Different themes covered include pollution, labour law, 

unions, and corporate social responsibility. 

2. Border Crossings also takes place in Mexico near the American border and explores 

immigration, border enforcement, and political and financial concerns of Mexicans 

and both countries’ governments.  

3. Election Day is a mission taking place in Guatemala where the student/journalist must 

investigate a political assassination attempt before an upcoming election. Issues 

explored include civil war, genocide, and corruption. 

4. El Patron takes place in Bolivia where the student must investigate the case of a 

missing girl who was living under possible debt slavery. Conditions of debt slavery 

and the relations between indigenous populations and the descendants of colonial 

settlers are explored. 

 

In each mission, the journalist/student encounters a number of characters through the 

overarching storyline that can change depending on the player’s choices. 

After choosing a mission, the player then chooses a character, either male or female and game 

play is the same for both.  
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Screenshot 1: Role choice 

 

The player then navigates through the game by clicking on the environment and running is 

accomplished by double clicking through the game environment.  

Screenshot 2: Environment 

The journalist/student/player must speak with different characters or witnesses during the 

course of the game in an attempt to gain knowledge for a final interview with an important 

figure in the story. To talk to the different characters, the player clicks on their name and a 

dialogue box opens. When interviewing people the player chooses from a list of questions. All 

questions take up some time, and the player has to decide which questions are most important 

as the time before the final interview is limited. 
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 Screenshot 3: Dialogue box 

A question might have numerous levels (subquestions) noted by a number present in the icon. 

Sometimes an icon will have levels only accessible if you have already spoken with a 

different source. This ‘unlocking’ is a feature of all games and is one of the ways of 

rewarding/motivating the player for playing well and is itself the means of progressing 

through the game in the best possible manner.  

The final interview is similar to earlier interviews in the game, but at certain moments the 

player may pressure the person interviewed by using the right arguments. When the 

opportunity to press is there, the player hears the sound of a beating heart, and must choose 

from a list of arguments on the right side of the screen. When the correct argument is chosen, 

the person interviewed becomes agitated (with beating heart) and the player is awarded with 

vital information for his or her story.  
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Screenshot 4: Final interview 

It may be important to note that, the heart beat, background environmental noises (traffic, 

crowd sounds, etc), and sounds related to clicking on questions are the only audio provided in 

the game. The characters do not speak, but a dialogue box with text is present and therefore 

game play and progression is reliant on text. A significant amount of text is also found in 

COTS games but is complemented with audio in many cases.  The game ends with a tally of 

the players scoring for the episode. 

Screenshot 5: Final ‘score’ 

GC: LA game play will be discussed further in the section on teacher interview findings.  
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5.2 SGI’s target markets 

The company wishes its products to reach students between 13 and 20 years of age on the 

global market. To do so is to target teachers and educational authorities. In Denmark, they 

claim to have sold to ten percent of the folkskole market and to between 5-10 percent of the 

gymnasium market. They are constantly evaluating their promotion and distribution methods 

to better reach both these markets and to keep ahead of evolving business models in the field. 

5.3 SGI’s marketing efforts  

The company approaches customers in a few different ways. They publish articles on the 

EMU web portal. They attend educational conferences and educational publishing fairs where 

they promote their titles. At the conferences, CEO, Simon Egenfeldt Nielsen may present 

empirical findings on the use of the GC series or he may give a general talk discussing the use 

of educational games. The company’s marketing staff also set up meetings with school 

authorities and those who purchase educational material for different schools including 

librarians for example. A third way of reaching their market and one that is a main thrust of 

their promotion is their educational portal related to the Global Conflict series itself: 

www.globalconflicts.eu.    Their efforts appear to address the kinds of fear and legitimacy 

concerns identified in the literature review. Additionally, they address barriers to 

implementation of educational games in the classroom. The following paragraphs will look at 

specific examples of the company’s efforts to situate their product as a legitimate educational 

medium and how it aims to solve practical barriers to the classroom use of GBL games. 

Interviews with SGI staff, examination of their marketing material, the GC web portal, and 

support material for the GC: Latin America game, and material from educational conferences 

were the source material for this section of the analysis  

5.3.1 SGI: Positioning for legitimacy and confronting fears? SGI documents and MLO 

interview 

In its promotional material, Serious Games Interactive proposes that its games provide a new 

way of learning. This is the same value rationale identified in the theory on digital games-

based learning. SGI’s products and good GBL games offer immersive and experiential 

learning environments where failure is allowed as the game can be repeated (Egenfeldt-

Nielsen 2005:1). SGI’s CEO Simon Egenfeldt-Nielsen outlines in a presentation made at an 

educational conference, the particular strengths that games offer or improve on (Egenfeldt-

Nielsen 2009). 

http://www.globalconflicts.eu/�
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• Perspectives: games are good for illuminating different sides to an issue 

• Retention: one doesn’t learn more, but retains more  

• Getting closer to subjectd: through several instruments of the game, the player comes 

closer to the subject matter 

• Active use of knowledge: games force you to act on your knowledge 

• Problem oriented: Games are built up as a problem field. 

• Consequences: The game reacts to your choices and gives you feedback 

• Engagement: Games grip, challenge and engage the student. 

 

This new way of learning might attract teachers who are often beset by student motivational 

issues, but it may also elicit fears that this new type of learning is a threat to what teachers 

themselves offer as professional educators. Since traditional teaching methods already possess 

legitimacy, this new method must also achieve this for acceptance. What is interesting about 

SGI’s founder and CEO, Simon Egenfeldt-Nielsen, are his roles as an academic adjunct 

teacher at IT University in Copenhagen and as a CEO/game developer for SGI. This affords 

him an opportunity to help shape the reception and discussion of GBL in Denmark and 

abroad, and ultimately wield some influence in establishing GBL games legitimacy.. In this 

sense, the company and its CEO have sought legitimacy in the market by becoming what 

organizational legitimacy theorists have called “a conduit of diffusion...” and diffusion via 

‘theorization’ or theory. This theory might then provide rationales for adoption of a practice in 

different organizational fields (Strang and Meyer 1992: 498-499). His academic articles have 

attempted to situate digital game use on the spectrum of theories about education (Egenfeldt-

Nielsen 2006) and have been cited by other theorists writing on serious games and digital 

games-based learning. The company provides a learning model for teachers so they can see 

what their role is when educational games are introduced into the classroom. This serves as a 

guide and a reassurance that the game does not dominate the teaching of a course theme, but 

augments it. The model also outlines educational skills and themes employed with GBL. 
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  Figure 6, SGI’s learning circle, source: SGI 

Other ways in which the company seeks to legitimize its product are in listing awards and 

media exposure the games have received internationally, as well as providing teacher and 

student testimonials in all of its marketing material and game support material. The awards 

include Best Nordic Game 2007 for GC: Palestine, Editor’s Choice Award 2008 for the same 

game from the American journal Children’s Technology Review, and a recent BETT award 

which is awarded to excellent digital resources in the educational marketplace. The results of 

the company’s own empirical studies with their games are also available on the company’s 

website. As an additional way of establishing legitimacy in minds of educators themselves, 

SGI says its games provide a rich, immersive learning environment that engages and 

motivates students while educating them in a way similar to but even better than Discovery 

Channel documentaries. This analogy is used throughout the marketing and product material 

(SGI 2009: URL, http://learning.seriousgames.dk/teaching-with-the-game.aspx;) and may be 

useful as such documentaries are an instructional medium sanctioned by the educational 

establishment.  

 

The company also is concerned with presenting its game as a legitimate games product on a 

par with commercial titles in much respects-in effect, legitimizing it in the games field and for 

student gamers.  Awards given by certifiers in this field are also included on the web portal 

http://learning.seriousgames.dk/teaching-with-the-game.aspx�
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for the Global Conflicts series and in all presentations made by the company. Egenfeldt-

Nielsen wrote a paper published only to their website on the learning effect of Global 

Conflicts: Palestine, the first game in the series. The paper concludes that GC: Palestine 

offers “...a form of game-play which integrates the gaming part into the learning part-without 

compromising game or learning quality,” (SEN 2006:2). Game quality for SGI means that 

hard-core or regular gamers would consider the game credible. It is this that establishes 

legitimacy in the minds of student gamers. According to Egenfeldt-Nielsen, game quality for 

the regular gamer includes these features: complex navigation and interface; more open-ended 

environments; complex story-lines; and complex game-play (LaCava 2007:2). 

 

SGI also addresses teachers’ fears of replacement directly in one of its teacher manuals, 

careful to assure the teacher that this medium is not one what will overtake or eliminate his or 

her role: 

“We resent the fantasy that we through educational software can put unlimited learning 

power at the fingertips of teachers-making their role less important. We need you to step up to 

the challenge and facilitate students’ educational use of computer games...they still need the 

teacher to broaden their understanding of these experiences. We can take them some of the 

way, but to be quite frank it is up to you as a teacher!” (SGI 2009: URL 

http://learning.seriousgames.dk/teaching-with-the-game.aspx, accessed November 30). 

 

The company has also learned from its own testing that teacher fear and resistance is best 

overcome by helping them feel as prepared or more prepared than the students. The games 

include a lengthy teacher companion manual with suggested lesson plans and a thorough 

game manual that deals with technical issues. The teacher’s manual for GC: Latin America, 

for example, has mission walk-throughs with specific instructions on how to play the game as 

first try. The table of contents also has sections listed that attempt to situate the product in the 

teachers’ frame of reference, including the following: “Basic educational principles behind 

Global Conflicts”; and “How can GC: Latin America be conducive to your subject?” Under 

this last section, the manual describes how GC: Latin America can be incorporated into Social 

Studies, Geography, Communication, Media, History, and General Studies curricula (SGI 

2008f:7). Along with the Teacher’s manual is a Topics Overview and sample student 

assignments. The Topic overview is background subject material for the teacher that caters 

http://learning.seriousgames.dk/teaching-with-the-game.aspx�
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specifically to the game episodes themselves. It is meant to augment the teacher’s knowledge 

of the subject and again, provide a background to the game’s subject matter. 

 The company also has support pages/videos on its website. Initially teachers and player 

online forums were set up for users to share information and problems and/or solutions to 

game implementation issues. These forums have been suspended until “...we [SGI] have a 

critical size of installed online users...” (MLO Interview follow up #3 2009:1). 

In order to be financially viable and reach their markets, the company must also speak the 

language of other stakeholders, that is, potential investors, partners and business clients, 

publishers. While this paper is foremost concerned with how the company operates in the 

educational field, it must also seek legitimacy in financial fields and among partners more 

peripherally related to the educational field such as LEGO. 

 Interestingly, in a publication (Serious Games Interactive: Profiles and Cases) available for 

download on their website and most likely geared to potential investors or partner, the SGI 

makes the bold assertion that the company is 

 “...is neither about technology nor ideas. We are about the experience. A technology can be 

so flashy, and an idea as ever exciting, but in the end it is about the experience. We use 

technology to bring ideas to life that makes for engaging learning experiences” (SGI 2009c: 

5). 

Certainly, this language is suited to a business or client audience since it unconsciously 

echoes slogans of a large industrial/technology company (GE: Bringing Ideas to Life) and 

caters to other actors in an ‘experience economy’, as is the current discussion in business and 

marketing circles. Though downplaying the word’s significance compared to the significance 

of the word ‘experience’, this business profile uses the word ‘technology’ over and over 

again. Interestingly, this is not something found very often in the support material for 

teachers. In fact, later in the same publication the kind of reassuring and supportive tone 

found in the teacher support materials when discussing games in the classroom is abandoned 

entirely: 

“In keeping with a trend that is unlikely to go away, the educational systems have to look at 

alternative ways of teaching to reflect changes in society and research. 

We [SGI] do this through a game-based learning approach, where students act, think and 

experience in a virtual world rather than merely being taught by a teacher” (SGI 200c9:7) 

Whereas in the teacher support material, the game was a supplementary form of course 

material or another tool in the box for teachers, here it is an entirely different way of teaching 
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and the tone of the last statement comes off as a diminution of teachers’ role. It may not seem 

fair to compare the language of these documents since they are directed to different audiences. 

Still this document is freely available on the company’s website and was found by this 

researcher while looking for material for teachers. 

When other issues or practical barriers are overcome such as those discussed in the next 

section, the GC series has still proved to be a hard sell in Europe. According to Mikkel Lucas 

Overby, commercial director for SGI, “the topics appear to be too far from curriculum (and 

interest) of most schools in Europe” (MLO follow up #2, 2009:1). This must be disappointing 

given that the company’s efforts in all support material attempt to tie the game to local and 

international curricula. According to MLO, the game is perceived as a kind of luxury 

supplement to existing course material and that does not rationalize expenditure: “Our 

products are on the “nice to have” list after all the “need to have” …” (MLO follow up #2, 

2009:1). 

5.3.2 SGI: Addressing implementation and practical barriers? SGI documents and MLO 

interview 

As was discussed in the literature section, inappropriate matches between school computer 

resources and game requirements, the digital divide between teachers and students, and 

market access can be barriers to adoption of GBL in the classroom. In the teacher’s manual 

for GC: Latin America, possible technical issues that may arise are mentioned. Along with 

referrals to SGI’s support page and support email found in the teacher’s manual, the game 

manual itself has thorough technical instructions for installation and requirements of the game 

as well as a trouble shooting page. The company also offers a 3 hour workshop on how to 

implement the game in terms of technical issues that may arise and provide inspiration for 

incorporating the game in the curriculum. This, however, costs 5000 kroner with maximum 

participation of 25 teachers/administrators.  Similar programs for other GBL products in the 

marketplace have been offered for free. The company has included a ‘teacher function’ in 

GC: Latin America that allows the teacher to follow the students’ game activities and 

results.). In this sense, a means of assessment is built into the game providing the kind of tool 

that teacher’s are accustomed too with other course material-the ability to assess their 

students.  

The company also seeks to address the digital divide that may exist between male and female 

students. As was discussed in the literature review, there is a digital divide between girls’ and 

boys’ experiences with gaming. In all of its games in the GC series, the player can choose to 
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play a male or female journalist. Further, in their newest series catering to younger folkeskole 

age children, Playing History, the company chose animal and other non-gender specific 

symbols as central figures in the game. The student can also design this figure by adding 

gender specific details (hair, clothing) if desired, much as Mii characters are designed by 

players of Wii games. The mouse figure was most likely also chosen given the age of the 

target group for the series. But in its October 09 newsletter, the company showed that it is 

aware of gender games reception differences as a barrier to implementing games in the 

classroom and why the company itself should be vigilant in maintaining this awareness: 

 

“Our hope is that this [non-gendered or player directed gender specification, animal 

characters in PH series] will lead to a greater interest in the game for both genders. This is 

especially important for an educational game such as Playing History and as a male 

dominated game developing company it’s very important to be constantly aware of the gender 

element when making decisions regarding game themes and designs” (SGI Newsletter 2009, 

Oct). 

 

SGI did an informal test which they write further about in the newsletter, where they asked for 

help finding a computer game for an 11 yr old niece in a local retail games store. Based on the 

salesperson’s recommendations, the company surmised that games marketers believe that 

girls only like to play games that are educational; or that parents are the ones buying the 

games and the sales people believe that parents would want to choose educational games for 

their daughters, but choose fun for their sons. It may be likely that if such distinctions are 

indeed being made by parents, perhaps they are shielding daughters from what they perceive 

as more violent games and action-oriented sports and combat-rather than seeing it as (if they 

recognize it on a conscious level to begin with) boys get ‘fun’ and girls ‘education’. In either 

case, gender stereotypes and distinctions are present on the commercial market and in schools. 

SGI concludes this newsletter story by saying being aware and concerned about these 

differences is a form of corporate responsibility: 

“Our goal is to create game experiences, which include themes and characters that both girls 

and boys can identify with and enjoy. This is an ambitious but exciting project with many 

challenges, but we take the gender element seriously and try to show social responsibility 

towards our customers, both teachers, parents and end users: boys AND girls.” (SGI 

Newsletter 2009, Oct) 
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Another practical barrier to adoption of educational games, market access issues, was 

discussed with Mikkel Lucas Overby, SGI’s commercial director. He outlined the company’s 

relations with producers and distributors on a global/European basis. They represent a mix of 

both publishers and producers for the educational market and the consumer market. SGI has a 

distribution deal with DTP Entertainment for the consumer markets in Germany, Austria, and 

Switzerland for GC: Palestine and GC: Latin America. They also have a Russian publisher 

for Global Conflicts: Palestine, which is the largest publisher for Eastern Europe as well-

though translation and further bug testing was still going on at the time of the interview. In 

Scandinavia, the company’s products are listed on the Danish EMU web portal and they’ve 

signed contracts with Bonnier educational publishers for distribution in Swedish upper 

primary and lower secondary schools. They’ve also signed on with educational publishers 

Colombus in Denmark, which is very strong in the high school market. (MLO Interviews 

2009). This would indicate that the Global Conflicts series is well situated to penetrate 

markets given that GBL games often have trouble gaining publisher and distributor deals. But 

according to MLO, market penetration, i.e. sales, is still not where the company would like it 

to be. According to him, Global Conflicts: Palestine, SGI’s first title, has over a ten percent 

market penetration in the folkeskole market in Denmark. The company is having more 

difficulty reaching the high school market, though his estimates for market penetration in 

gymnasiums are between 5 and 10 percent (MLO Interview follow up #2, 2009:1). MLO 

attributes this to a lack of centralized forums for information exchange on the secondary 

school market compared to the folkeskole market (MLO Interview 2009:2). According to him, 

the presence of high school teachers at educational conferences is rarer than that of folkeskole 

teachers, and the fact that librarians at the primary school level are easier to come into contact 

with. They are able to call meetings of head librarians in different municipalities and discuss 

the games and hand out test copies for the librarians to take home. As MLO says: 

 It doesn’t seem as if the high schools have the same coordination and communication 

between them. So they’re [gymnasium teachers] much more independent in terms of decision-

making regarding material for their teaching. (MLO Interview 2009: 3) 

He also thinks the product is too new and too complex to sell through conventional print 

channels (educational magazines, etc). In this sense, practical barrier of access to gymnasium 

teachers seems crucial and to be an initial problem to be overcome before any other barriers 

regarding legitimacy might show up such as those discussed 
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The web portal has been successful in teachers signing up for game trials played online, but 

according to MLO that has not translated into sales (MLO Interview follow up #2 2009). In 

this case, the teachers are ‘experiencing’ the game by playing it, so resistance to buying it 

may have other causes.  

5.3.3 Summary:  

The figure below summarizes the main marketing and promotion avenues used by SGI. 

 
Figure 7, SGI marketing and promotion, source: own 
 
It would appear that the company is well positioned to counter legitimacy concerns should 

they present themselves in the Danish market. They make an effort to tie their products to the 

Danish curriculum and certain subject areas. Still it appears that the connection is not clear 

enough to those who make the purchases. They have, however, been successful in securing 

educational publishers and distributors in Denmark and around Europe. These not only 

confers a degree of legitimacy, but solves some market access problems.Their products have a 

web presence on the EMU portal. Not only this, but Simon Egenfeldt-Nielsen posted articles 

to the EMU site about educational games. SGI staff also speak at serious games and 

educational conferences around the world and Egenfeldt-Nielsen has published papers on the 

topic in academic journals. Further, the company’s products have won numerous awards in 

the educational and gaming fields. All of this would seem to provide a basis for the 

company’s credibility/legitimacy as a provider of educational products.  
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Practical barriers related to market access are addressed not only by having secured 

distributors/publishers, but by having a presence on widely-used social media sites such as 

Facebook, by providing access to technical support and a user manual.  SGI also has a 

dedicated web portal for the Global Conflicts series. The games are available for trial and for 

purchase from the site in 45 minute episodic form, which is preferred by teachers. They have 

been more successful in the folkeskole market because gatekeepers/decision makers in the 

market are easier to come into contact with. In the gymnasium market, where teachers tend to 

have more say regarding teaching material used in the classroom, the company has had 

difficulty in coming into contact with teachers at conferences and other in person meetings. 

They have been successful in their online registration of such teachers, but this has not 

translated into sales. The company’s commercial director attributes this to the fact that the 

games are still not relevant enough to schools’ curricula. The next section discusses three 

teachers’ experience with the game Global Conflicts: Latin America. This should provide 

some background voice to challenges SGI faces in the educational market, as well perhaps 

some encouragement or direction for possible changes to their approach. 

5.4 Teacher interview findings 

The thrust of the empirical portion of this study consisted of three qualitative interviews with 

three teachers in the Danish school system. As was discussed in the methodology section, 

recruitment of teachers to participate in a focus group and to this second methodology of 

email interviews was extremely challenging.  While hoping for a sample of at least six 

teachers, only three offered to participate. While this makes it more difficult to generalize 

their reception of the game to the teacher pool at large, the qualitative interviews with the 

teachers offer some voices in the market opinions about the Global Conflicts: Latin America 

game and GBL classroom adoption issues.  

The results, of course, do not reflect the teachers’ experience with using the game in the 

classroom itself. While this is an important aspect to teacher’s ultimate evaluation of the 

game, the company itself has done testing in this manner. The project is concerned with 

approaching teachers in a manner similar to the introduction of other new course material for 

the curriculum. Presumably they have some time to review these products on their own before 

evaluating how they might use them in the classroom, etc.  

 

The three teachers were interviewed first on their backgrounds and familiarity with digital 

media, including games in the classroom. These interviews were then followed by the playing 
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of at least two (and the same two) missions of GC: Latin America, a second set of interview 

questions evaluating their experience with the game, and teacher support material. The table 

below summarizes their different backgrounds: 

 

Name Age # of yrs Teaching Education level 
and subject 

School 

Anne 32 3 Primary: english, 
german, danish 

Osted Fri and 
Efterskole 

Nicolai 34 8 Secondary: 
english and 

danish 

Ørestad 
Gymnasium 

Jette 41 10 Secondary: A 
level danish and A 

and B levels 
spanish 

Gentofte 
Studenterkursus 

 

Table 3, Interviewee backgrounds 
 

5.4.1 Preliminary interview findings: 

One question from the preliminary interview that might be interesting to examine first is how 

these teachers acquire their course material. Now as mentioned in the section on the Danish 

school system, someone teaching in the folkeskole system may have different avenues for 

acquiring material and different levels of freedom with which to choose material. All, 

however, do get their material from a variety of sources including the Internet. Anne, who 

teaches at the upper-primary school level, gets some of her material from the amt, the school 

itself, the Internet, and material she develops herself. Nicolai makes wide use of the school’s 

intranet and library as well as the school’s bookseller. Interestingly, Jette uses “primarily 

anthologies and primary sources…”, “but the Net, newspapers and colleagues as well” 

(Interview #1 Jette 2009). This is interesting because Jette is seven to ten years older than the 

other two interviewees and has been teaching longer. While important for all teachers, it is 

interesting that she is the only one who made a point of making a distinction between primary 

source material and the material derived from the internet, and the only one that stated that 

primary source material was her main course material -a distinction that may have some 

judgement attached regarding legitimacy. This might also be true of the other two teachers, 

but it is only Jette that stated such with clarity. We might ask if this primary source emphasis 

could also be due to the subject she teaches, but Nicolai is also a language teacher. All three 

teachers felt they had a measure of freedom in choosing course material though Anne 
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mentioned the education ministries standards must also be taken into account and the school’s 

subject description. Both gymnasium teachers communicated that the requirements were 

stricter for material taught in the Danish subject curriculum than either Spanish or English 

curricula. 

 

Examining answers to the interview questions regarding computer access in all three schools 

is also important as lack of resources was identified as a practical barrier to adoption of GBL 

in the classroom. In terms of access, Anne had the most difficulty saying there is only one 

computer room and planning for its availability was difficult. Answering a question regarding 

whether she experienced obstacles to the use of technology in school, she said there wasn’t 

enough money set aside for the one IT designated employee and felt the school should offer 

mini-courses on the use of the equipment it had including whiteboards, etc. Anne considers 

herself an experienced user of digital media in her spare time, but an average user related to 

school. She also had this to say regarding obstacles to using technology in the school: 

“The school should develop  a longer term IT strategy-so you know it is prioritized and what 

it is that children should get out of it-also experience sharing between teachers. This means, 

of course, that there should be enough equipment-minimum at least one computer for each 

class (with internet) that can be connected to a projector.” (Anne Interview # 2, 2009: 

appendix). 
 

Nicolai simply answered there was always access to computers at Ørestad Gymnasium and in 

answer to the general question regarding obstacles to the use of technology in schools, he 

answered again simply, saying none. (Nicolai Interview #1 2009: appendix). Jette answered 

there were two rooms available for computer use and access not generally a problem if you 

planned in good time (Jette Interview #1 2009: appendix). In answer to the question regarding 

obstacles to use of technology in schools, Jette’s answer fell closer to Anne’s. She felt access 

and availability was the biggest obstacle. She also felt as Anne did, that all classrooms should 

have a projector, computer and speakers so she didn’t have to “.Set up the whole thing 

[myself] to show a five minute program from Spain or TV-Avisen” (Jette Interview #1 2009: 

Appendix). Interestingly, both Anne and Jette considered themselves average users of digital 

technology (though Anne made a distinction between home and professional use) and only 

Nicolai considered himself experienced. It can only be speculated whether a gender digital 

divide exists regarding teachers’ self perceptions based on this small sample, but the fact is 
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interesting nonetheless. It could easily be the case, that being employed at Ørestad 

Gymnasium, Nicolai has become an experienced user over his time there. Or just by virtue of 

employment at Copenhagen’s only IT focused gymnasium, it would be expected that he 

should answer ‘experienced’ to the question. 

 

The teachers were also asked what digital media they currently used in class or for 

preparation. All three used YouTube and podcasts for the classroom. Nicolai wrote that all 

texts used for teaching are scanned in by the gymnasium so he used online books daily. All 

three used websites or CD-ROM programs related to language drill or interactive grammar 

assignments on the web. Anne mentioned that a particular CD-ROM software program was 

used for a dyslexic student. Interestingly, they all evidenced creative use and intention with 

digital media in the classroom. Even though Jette had emphasized written primary sources in 

her answer to where she gets her course material, she described using podcasts and YouTube 

clips as well. Nicolai said the Internet was “indispensible” to his classroom preparation 

(Nicolai Interview 31 2009: appendix). Anne seemed to describe her teaching as one that 

already incorporated the different media components of games: 

“If I have enough time to plan a topic or a subject, I try to plan so that there is something 

visual, something written and some sound as well as some exchange through group work, 

individual and learning based teaching. I choose the media I know the best and have easiest 

access to” (Anne Interview #1 2009: appendix).  

This last comment refers to a repeated theme in the interviews and in the literature review. 

This teacher wanted to know the media she uses in the classroom beforehand and if access is 

easy she will use it. This may indicate how important it is to address distribution, market 

access barriers to adoption and how important teachers’ pre-classroom introduction and 

familiarity with new educational media may be. Nicolai, however, answered in a final 

question about the three biggest obstacles to using digital media in the classroom that he 

experienced none, that is, none related to lack of computer resources, availability, etc. The 

only barrier he saw was related to his own skills or motivation-as he wrote, his “lack of 

creativity at times” (Nicolai Interview #1 2009: appendix).  Again, this can maybe be 

attributed to his employment at Ørestad Gymnasium. Anne named these three obstacles in the 

following order: lack of time; lack of professional development/after education; and deficient 

resources or equipment. Her answers reflect the same practical barriers to adoption of DGL 

digital media. Jette’s answers were a mix of the other two teachers’. She answered: 
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“...availability, availability, and laziness...” (Jette Interview #1 2009:) So similar to Anne she 

experienced a practical barrier to the use of digital media foremost, and like Nicolai attributed 

any other obstacles as self-erected, that is, her own ‘laziness’. It is interesting that none of the 

teachers’ alluded to or reflected any kind of fear in relation or even digital media illiteracy to 

the use of digital media in the classroom. We might have expected that given the literature 

review, but perhaps also teachers do not like to admit such things. Instead the self-erected 

barriers they mentioned were related to simple laziness/motivation (a problem GBL games 

hope to solve for students themselves and perhaps teachers?) and or ideas on how to use in a 

creative manner. Interestingly, Jette’s laziness is seen more as her own personal failing rather 

than the fault of the kind and quality of digital resources available to her. Nicolai as well 

apparently sees opportunity and potential with digital media and only his lack of creativity as 

the barrier for its use in the classroom. The interview answers related to the GC: Latin 

America game playing may or may not reflect these same barriers: access, availability, time, 

resources, and teacher motivation and lack of creative inspiration.  Only one of the teachers 

answered with games console and game playing in questions related to what digital/IT 

equipment they used in private and how do they use the internet privately. Anne mentioned 

using Sony Playstation and playing Internet games as well. Specifically, she said she plays 

strategy games (Heroes of Might and Magic, Age of Empires), roll play games (Assassins 

Creed, Day of the Destroyer) and adventure games (Tomb Raider). When asked how much 

she knew about educational games, she said she learned something about it when she took the 

teacher’s kørekort and a little from her own interest. And at one time, she interned at a school 

where they used Keop’s Pyramid to teach math. (Anne Interview #1 2009: appendix). Keop’s 

Pyramid is a COTs game often used in middle schools around the world to teach math. She 

also said she hasn’t yet used computer games in teaching, but would like to do so.  In fact, all 

three teachers were open to and positive towards using games in the classroom. Neither 

Nicolai or Jette play games and both said they know very little about educational games. It is 

interesting then to examine their attitudes and feelings regarding educational games after 

having played GC: Latin America. 

5.4.2 Second interview findings: Playing and evaluating GC: Latin America 

Again, the teachers were asked to play 2 out of 4 missions of the game. Game play was 

described briefly in the early portion of the analysis section as were the two missions the 

teachers were asked to play- Maquiladoras and Election Day. The teachers were asked to 

evaluate the games based on their education, classroom experience and own knowledge about 
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subject matter. After answering a question about their first impression of the game, the 

teachers were asked to evaluate it on a number of criteria including: level of challenge; ability 

to motivate students; curriculum relevance; target group age appropriateness; user-

friendliness; content; teacher support material; and overall quality. These criteria were chosen 

since the literature review identified these areas as possible areas that could inhibit or affect 

adoption of educational games in the classroom. Discussion of their answers will follow in the 

next few sections, following with the interview criteria as section headings. 

5.4.2.1 First impressions? 

It was interesting, of the three teachers, Anne was the only to comment very specifically on 

game play. In fact her answer to the first impression question focused exclusively on that. 

Nicolai was impressed with the graphics and audio and its authenticity, and found the 

construction very logical. His one criticism can narrowly be called a criticism. He said the 

navigation was a little difficult, but said this was likely because he was not used to playing 

games. Jette’s first impression was that it was entertaining, but that the game ran a little 

slowly at times. This may be due to the capacity of her computer and is certainly a problem 

that can also be encountered in schools. Again, being somewhat of a gamer herself, Anne 

addressed her answer to the game play. She felt that you quickly fell into the role of the 

journalist and thought there was a competitive element to the game as well. Though she did 

feel that in the final interview, where the journalist must race against the clock instead of 

focusing on the order and strategy in a line of questioning, made the new knowledge one 

gained in the course of the game unimportant in the end. The game producer feels the race 

against the clock in the final interview actually forces the journalist to ask the salient question 

instead of less important ones (SGI 2008c: 4). It would be interesting to see what a larger pool 

of teacher/players felt about this element of the game. Neither Nicolai nor Jette discussed this 

in their interviews. 

5.4.2.2 Game’s ability to motivate students 

On the whole, the three teachers felt the game would easily motivate students. Nicolai was a 

bit more cynical and critical in his reasoning and explanation as to why this would occur:  

“The subject choice is good and as a rule war, violence and conflict activate the average 

gymnasium student” (Nicolai Interview #2 2009: appendix). The researcher found this 

comment interesting in light of the discussion of gender distinctions and games in earlier 

sections of the thesis.  On the other hand, he also said that he felt the game was somewhat 

passive and to make it motivating, the student assignments would also have to a part of it. 
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Additionally he didn’t feel the game did much for the student’s active vocabulary. His 

comments are also interesting in light of the fact that two of the biggest selling points 

mentioned by proponents of games-based learning is their motivation instilling factor and 

interactive attributes. It is also interesting that he felt the conflict content itself was the 

engaging component not the game play per se. Both Anne and Jette were a bit more positive. 

Jette felt the graphics and the “good experiential dimension” were motivating aspects of the 

game. She also felt the game’s ability to offer perspectives from different countries would 

draw students’ interest. Anne said the very fact that it was a game was a motivating factor for 

students. She felt the engagement engendered by the game and the sympathy one develops for 

the characters in the game makes it more motivating than a history or geography book. She 

also stated that ‘the more you play the more you learn’ aspect of the game play was a 

motivating factor. The two women’s answers reflect what educational game producers hope 

will be the experience of teachers and players in terms of motivation. So in this sense, the 

Global Conflicts: Latin America succeeds with them.   

5.4.2.3 Curriculum relevance 

All three teachers felt the game was highly relevant to different subject matter curricula. This 

is interesting when one thinks about Mikkel Lucas Overbye’s sense that customers did not 

feel the material was curriculum relevant enough. Anne immediately imagined the game as 

supplementary material for language courses, geography, social studies, Danish and multi-

disciplinary courses. Jette thought it was especially relevant in relation to courses that dealt 

with the game’s subject matter, and felt primarily that this was Spanish subjects in 

gymnasium. Nicolai was the most extensive in his answer, providing a mini-curriculum 

mapping on how to use the game for different subjects. He thought in the AT context 

everything related to globalisation was relevant and the game fit that context. He suggested 

the mission, Border Crossings (a mission that he was not required to play for study 

participation), could be useful for a teaching segment involving a discussion of the American 

Dream and Spanglish (the role of Hispanic culture and language in the US). He said one of 

the requirements of teaching English in Denmark is to discuss what he called “central society 

related conditions in the US” (Nicolai Interview #2 2009: appendix), under which he felt the 

immigration question dealt with in the Border Crossings mission would fall. He also felt that 

most of the material would be relevant for Spanish subject and perfect for social studies 

subjects. Finally, he felt as a Danish language teacher the sections on descriptive reporting 

were quite good. And that the game could be useful in training the students’ written English. 
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5.4.2.4 Age appropriateness 

The teachers had some interesting differences in their evaluation of the game in terms of its 

age appropriateness. Again, SGI’s student target market is students aged from 13 to 20 years. 

Anne felt the game was appropriate to the age target the company lists in the teacher’s 

manual, though she did feel that there was a lot of information gained in the game and that 

perhaps small assignments should be done over the course of a games segment to ensure that 

students have enough time to reflect on any new knowledge. In a follow up question, Anne 

emphasized that while she felt the target ages were good, she thought breaking up the game 

playing with small assignments along the way might be especially important with folkeskole 

age students. Nicolai felt that the game was fine for 13 to 16 year olds, but in order for it to be 

used at the 2 g or 3 g levels lots of changes would have to be made. According to him, there 

should then be: “more autonomy in the game; more analysis; more language; and generally 

greater complexity” (Nicolai Interview #2 2009: appendix). Jette, on the other hand felt that 

the game was most appropriate for students 17 years old and over. The discrepancy in these 

answers shows that a full survey of a larger sample of teachers would be very useful. 

Accounting for the difference of opinion between Nicolai and Jette is especially difficult to 

speculate on given that they teach the same level and the same subjects. Perhaps the students 

they teach have different skills, perhaps the age and experience level differences between the 

teachers can account for it-or maybe Nicolai’s work at an IT focused gymnasium makes him 

more positive regarding the students’ ability level. 

5.4.2.5 User-friendliness 

On a more technology related question, all three teachers had something to say with regard to 

improvements. Asked to evaluate the game on its user-friendliness, Nicolai felt that the 

navigation required to consult the logbook took too many clicks and that the argumentation 

box used in final interview could be improved upon. Jette felt the game was a little 

information heavy and that it takes too long to make use of the information. Anne answered 

with her own gaming experience in mind. She felt the game was easy to use and if one was 

used to using the Internet and playing games, it shouldn’t be a problem. Since most students 

were used to doing both, this was fine. She did say a mini-map could be included because she 

found it a little difficult to orient herself. Interestingly, she felt an audio component would be 

good because there was a lot of text with very small print. She didn’t feel there was always 

enough time to read with understanding so guessing sometimes occurred. This is not a 
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surprising suggestion in that Anne said in the earlier interview that she likes to incorporate 

visual, audio and written components in her lessons. She also is teaching younger students for 

whom this might be more engaging. 

5.4.2.6 Content 

The teachers were also asked to comment on the general content of the game including: 

authenticity, cultural representations, graphics and the missions themselves. They were 

critical in their comments. Jette felt the game’s graphics and accuracy were pretty good, 

though she also says the issue was presented in very black and white terms. She also said: 

“…I am totally convinced that some students will find the game too politically correct” (Jette 

Interview #2 2009: appendix). Nicolai felt the game wasn’t ‘activating’ enough, but added 

that the enclosed student assignments were a good addition to the game. He also experienced 

technical issues. He thought that the journalist’s navigation was a bit problematic and his copy 

of the game (from a CD-ROM sent by the company) had a bug in it-meaning when he played 

the journalist and tried to interview another character he couldn’t. The researcher also 

experienced this bug months before in her copy and proceeded to download a patch from the 

company’s website, which is the customary remedy for game bugs. At that time, she asked a 

staff member if there would be a similar problem with future orders and was told that only 

patched copies of the game would be sold. Apparently, this was not the case. Nicolai said he 

was certain the game was tested, so he attributed the problem to his doing something wrong. 

This experience highlights technical and practical barriers to implementation. While usually 

this barrier is experienced as a result of school’s resource limits, the company can also have 

small failures that ruin a good game experience. At the same time, most games are not bug 

free. Patching is an accepted and expected aspect of playing games. Whether patching is used 

to update a game with certain features or to fix technical issues, mot gamers are used to this 

process. Are teachers? Yes and no. Certainly, textbooks have been known to have errors 

which are then corrected in later editions, but this generally does not get in the way of the 

teacher teaching as they can verbally correct an incorrect fact. A game bug can limit the entire 

game play, but patching is instantaneous but the process (a download) might scare teachers 

who are already a little tentative with regard to the technical aspects of using games in the 

classroom. 

 

Anne felt the problems were presented fairly well, but that from her perspective the Latin 

American culture was presented one-sidedly since problems were the focus. She wrote: “It 
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could be really exciting if you could bring in more sides of the culture into the game without 

compromising the overarching problem/issue.”(Anne Interview #2 2009: appendix). Her 

comments as well as Jette’s were interesting though somewhat different from each other’s. 

Games or teaching material that are issues oriented may always tend to reduce aspects of that 

issue for expediency’s sake or for content limit issues. The GC series is conflicts oriented by 

definition, but Anne’s comments point to a problem that may be associated with producing 

games courseware for social studies purposes. Animating an issue so to speak, fleshing it out 

with a story rather than just disseminating facts in a textbook can be problematic in the way 

that novels are when used to teach on issues rather than just in a fiction course. SGI’s first 

game, Global Conflicts: Palestine, had cultural representation objections from the beginning 

including the very initial problem of having called the game GC: Palestine. Simon Egenfeldt-

Nielsen heard the following from an American journalist (though the journalist lauded the 

game):  

 “There was a journalist that that called from the USA, from the Washington Post, and she 

started by saying it was very interesting what we had made [game GC: Palestine], but were 

we aware that there wasn’t anything called Palestine-it doesn’t exist. It was a construction 

that was created for propaganda related reasons. I don’t think I ever heard that from a 

Danish journalist.”(Ungespiludviklere.dk 2009 [web page] URL 

http://ungespiludviklere.dk/1199/serious-games-chef-interviewet-af-dr/, accessed Sept 2009) 

The fact that GC: Palestine title might elicit this kind of reaction in the US was also pointed 

out to the company in a smaller project done by this researcher (LaCava 2007). Jette’s 

comment about political correctness emphasizes an earlier point about teaching material that 

may appear to have an agenda and a political one at that. Again, the question can be raised as 

to whether such a game may be more prone to such accusations than a history textbook if only 

because textbooks are the more established form for teaching and not using ‘story’ to teach. In 

any case, both GC titles have the potential to raise problematic content objections in the 

marketplace. 

5.4.2.7 Teacher support material 

As was discussed in the literature section, inclusion of useful teacher support material is a 

good way to get teachers on board and sufficiently prepared to use games in the classroom. 

When asked about the teacher support material included with Global Conflicts: Latin 

America, the teachers were brief but generally positive in their answers. Nicolai felt it was 

logical and clearly designed. Anne felt it was helpful because it put in words the “teaching 

http://ungespiludviklere.dk/1199/serious-games-chef-interviewet-af-dr/�
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related principles” that the game involves. She also found it thorough and pedagogical. Jette 

though it was good, but thought the student assignments were boring and not challenging 

enough. 

5.4.2.8 Overall quality 

Again, answering briefly on the game’s overall quality the teachers were generally positive. 

Nicolai said the game and instructional material were “professional”. Jette rated the overall 

quality as “high”. Anne was a bit more elaborate in her answer. She felt the game “...lies in 

the good end of the spectrum quality wise, but could be improved if there were more 

interactive possibilities [sound, ex.]...” (Anne Interview #2 2009:appendix).   

5.4.3 Second interview findings: teacher comfort level/interest post game playing 

After evaluating the game on the listed criteria, the teachers were asked questions again 

related to their comfort level with this particular game, whether they could imagine using 

games in the classroom in general, and where they might expect to find information on this 

type of game. This last question was asked to solicit ideas as to where teachers themselves 

might like and expect to see information on particular computer games. Finally they were 

asked whether they would consider following a short online course on implementation GBL 

games in the classroom. 

5.4.3.1 Could they imagine using GC: Latin America in their class? 

Jette thought it would be most useful in her Spanish class, but could also imagine it used in 

Danish class in connection with a required segment about “nyedsformidling”. Nicolai 

imagined using the game (Maquiladoros and Border Crossings missions) in a 1g class on 

journalistic written studies and the game would be “extra spices” used in conjunction with 

written assignments. 

 

Anne said it was a “...more fresh and modern method than just reading books and looking on 

the Internet..” and could imagine using the game as the manual suggests, “...with some 

background knowledge and talk in class, then playing and finally work with some  self-

decided assignments...[then] Summarize by presenting for each other or have a common 

debate.  The whole thing could be augmented with real cases or TV programs from the area”. 

 

It’s clear that the teachers were stimulated and inspired to a degree by their experience 

playing GC: Latin America. All three could see ways to incorporate the game into the 

curriculum and their particular subjects. It is also clear that they saw it as a supplement to but 
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not a full replacement of current teaching material. Even though Anne found it superior in a 

couple of ways to other teaching methods, her suggestions for its use still were as one tool 

among many. 

5.4.3.2 Teacher’s comfort level using GC: Latin America 

Jette felt she would be very comfortable using the game after a couple of times playing. 

Nicolai said: “I would be completely comfortable using it. At Ørestad Gymnasium, IT is our 

central nervous system”. (Nicolai Interview #2 2009: appendix). Anne said she’d be very 

comfortable since the game was understandable and there was a lot of support material. 

 

It is encouraging that though only one of the two teachers had any significant game playing 

experience prior to using GC: Latin America, all three felt comfortable with the idea of using 

it in the classroom after playing it themselves. Certainly this comfort level could drop on a 

first-time bad experience in implementation for any number of reasons: faulty equipment or 

student skepticism. Other studies looking at actual implementation in the classroom and 

debriefing teachers after this experience are also important in addressing and overcoming 

barriers to adoption of GBL games. These findings are useful in that they at least point 

another finger in the direction of ‘teacher familiarity’ and proper support as one way of 

overcoming any potential barriers. Again, all three teachers were open to the idea of using 

games from the start and their wariness if any was related to their own aptitude and 

inexperience with games rather than dismissing games altogether as a teaching method. 

5.4.3.3 Where teachers might expect to find information about games like GC:LA 

All three teachers named the Internet as the place they’d expect to find information about an 

educational game such as GC:LA. Anne mentioned the EMU portal specifically, that is, the 

Danish Educational Ministry’s web portal. She had not, however, heard of SGI or the GC 

series via that portal though the company and its products have a presence on the website. 

Nicolai also mentioned individual publishers. It’s clear that the teachers use the Internet to 

gather supplementary material for their classes and the fact that the game is digital might also 

explain why the Internet seemed the obvious answer to a question about access to the game.  

5.4.3.4 Interest in an online course about the implementation of GBL in the classroom. 

Anne said she would but felt it was important to meet physically or be in a group from the 

same school in order to discuss the games/assignments together. She felt it was more likely 

something would come out of it this way meaning there would be greater likelihood the game 

could be used in a certain school. 
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Nicolai also stated he would follow a course “…if one only had the time” (Nicolai Interview 

#2 2009). This comment is interesting because it refers to a practical barrier also identified in 

the literature regarding GBL game adoption in the classroom. If preparing teachers is 

important and a course could go some way in preparing them and yet teachers don’t have time 

to follow the course, then time or lack of it remains a barrier. Still of this very small sample of 

three, he is the only one that mentioned it with regard to this question. 

 

Jette simply stated she thought it would be fun. This is important when one reflects on 

motivation as a prime attribute of educational games according to GBL theorists. Usually this 

is most important regarding students’ use of the game, but clearly teachers may and perhaps 

should find them equally inspiring if barriers to their use should be overcome. 

5.4.3.5 Teachers’ final thoughts 

Asked if they had any final thoughts, Nicolai and Jette had short comments. Jette reiterated 

that she felt the student assignments should be looked at again because she found them very 

much tied to written work. She added that she would probably make her own. Nicolai stated 

that he found the game and student assignments to be “good and relevant” (Nicolai Interview 

#2 2009: Appendix), but mostly for folkeskolen and first year gymnasium students. He added 

that if there games that had even more relevance to his English course, he would be interested 

in using them in the classroom. 

5.5 Summarized teacher interview findings: 

It appears that though the teachers had critical comments and suggestions as to improvements 

to the game, all three liked the product and could imagine using it in the classroom. Their 

criticisms centered on improving the accompanying student assignments and adding some 

complexity to the game itself (more vocabulary, audio elements) and perhaps some positive 

aspects to the cultures depicted since the game presents them only through a problem lens. 

Though Jette thought the issues and culture might have been presented in too much of a 

politically correct manner. These criticisms point to the difficulties in presenting history and 

social studies topics in a narrative or story form. There was some disagreement as to age 

suitability with Jette feeling the game was less appropriate for students under seventeen. On 

the whole, they rated the game and teacher support material as being of high quality and 

professional.  In this sense, the game seemed to pass a legitimacy test among this small 

sample of teachers. Interestingly, they were initially self-critical regarding their inexperience 
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with games, and their ability to find creative use of other digital practices. At the same time 

none of the teachers seemed intimidated by the idea of using either and were positive over the 

idea of using a new medium. After playing the game, they were also able to imagine ways to 

incorporate it into their teaching. In general, they found the product to be a credible and 

mostly curriculum relevant educational offering albeit with a few improvements and 

adjustments to be made.  To fully assess whether practical barriers to implementation pose a 

problem in the Danish context, a study done with teachers using GC: Latin America with their 

students would have to be done. The teachers’ answers to the first set of interview questions 

suggest there could be a problem with locale and equipment availability. The teachers were 

not aware of SGI or the GC games before participating though the company’s products are 

present on the EMU website. They did say they imagined they would find information on 

such a game on the Internet. So market outreach/access is still a problem. 

This study set out to identify the barriers to classroom adoption of games-based learning and 

explore how one educational games developer addressed those barriers in a Danish context. A 

very important sub question to this central problem was whether those barriers identified in 

the literature on games-based learning and digital learning resources were observable in this 

local context. 

6.0 Summary and Conclusion 

The study first conducted a background analysis of the structure and value chains of the 

games industry making distinctions along the way between the commercial off the shelf 

games market and the games-based learning markets. This section also described some of the 

differences between traditional instructional design concerns and GBL game design. A sketch 

of the Danish school system and the integration of IT and digital practices in that system 

concluded the section. This background was provided to give some context to the discussion 

of GBL adoption prospects in the main analysis. 

 

The literature review examined the theory on games-based learning and general theory on 

digital practices in the classroom. The review first uncovered the rationales for adoption of 

games based learning in schools put forth by GBL proponents. These rationales were that 

GBL offered new ways of learning, advanced different skills, and helped solve issues of 

student motivation. Barriers to its adoption were then identified. These barriers fell under two 

central areas of concern: 1) the acceptance of GBL products as credible, legitimate 

educational material; 2) practical and classroom implementation barriers. In examining the 
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notion of GBL legitimacy, the project borrowed from the theory on organizational legitimacy 

and Cave’s work on gatekeepers and certifiers in the creative industries. While organizational 

legitimacy theory looks at the issue of legitimacy in relation to organizations, it was felt that 

it’s central idea of how legitimacy is conferred and by who in a given organizational field 

could be applied to GBL as a product and to educational games developers as organizations in 

the educational field or market. The constituents of the educational field (teachers, local and 

national educational authorities, educational publishers, and students and parents) are key to 

achieving the imprimatur of legitimacy. In addition, standards or markers of legitimacy in that 

field include a company’s ability to provide curriculum relevant material with proof or 

evidence of its ability to teach. According to the literature, the barriers to acceptance of GBL 

products as legitimate educational source material include teacher and educational 

authorities’fear, skepticism, textualism, and to some extent digital illiteracy. The social 

perception of GBL products by students and parents were also named as barriers in this 

regard. Educational publishers with poor past experience with selling edutainment products 

have been resistant to get involved in the GBL market and in this way, they help hinder the 

acceptance of GBL products as legitimate. Practical and implementation barriers identified in 

the literature included: 1) the digital/games literacy divide (between students and teachers, 

girls and boys, and gamers versus non gamers); 2) lack of time in the school day; 3) deficient 

computer resources 4) market access issues including a fragmented IT purchase decision 

making process in schools and the reticence of educational publishers to enter the market in a 

substantial way. The theory section concluded with recommendations for marketing and 

promoting such products given the barriers described. 

 

The literature review informed elements of the case study analysis that followed. The case 

study examined how Serious Games Interactive, a Danish educational games developer, 

positioned itself to address these barriers to adoption in the Danish educational market. An 

interview with the company’s commercial director, examination of SGI’s marketing efforts, 

website and the Global Conflicts: Latin America game itself indicated that the company is 

well positioned to establish itself as a credible, legitimate provider of educational products, 

and that the company is also positioned to solve some of the practical barriers of market 

adoption of GBL products. Three teacher representatives of the local market for educational 

materials were then interviewed. Questions attempting to uncover whether the barriers to 

adoption found in the literature review were observable in the Danish context were asked of 
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three Danish teachers. The findings from these interviews, the interviews with SGI’s 

commercial director, and the background information describing the Danish school system 

may point to areas of further study and perhaps offer some direction to SGI.  The first finding 

from the case study and the background analysis indicates that certain conditions exist in the 

local context that would make it ripe for the adoption of games-based learning and for SGI’s 

products in particular. Firstly, unlike some developers in markets in other countries, SGI has 

the backing of local and European educational publishers which goes some way to solving the 

market access and legitimacy barriers issues. Secondly, is that it appears that Danish teachers 

are more interested in and less fearful of digital practices including GBL than the literature 

review might indicate. They have wide experience in incorporating other non traditional 

media in their lessons, though it is used in a supplementary fashion and never dominates the 

teaching. Thirdly, teachers playing Global Conflicts: Latin America rated this product as a 

credible, legitimate educational product with some small caveats or modifications. This 

teacher acceptance along with the desire to modify for their use is consistent with how 

teachers tend to use all educational products. Given this seemingly near perfect storm of 

conditions for adopting GBL games (teachers’ will and interest in using games; educational 

publisher’s involvement in selling the Global Conflicts series; the reception of GC: LA in 

particular as a credible, professional educational product) why is there still a leap to be made 

in terms of adoption? It is known from the interviews with SGI’s Mikkel Lucas Overby that 

the interest is there, but it is not translating into sales. Sales would be the obvious measure of 

GBL’s and GC: LA’s adoption in this local context. It can also be gleaned from the interviews 

and the background analysis that some of the barriers to adoption identified in the literature 

may be trenchant and stubborn issues even in this highly digitally integrated and interested 

local context. 

These stubborn barriers include: a fragmented materials acquisition process; insufficient and 

varying computer resources in schools; the ‘one of many tools in a box’ approach of Danish 

teachers to educational media; the experiential nature of the product means it is hard to market 

and more reliant on word of mouth; the need for products (even good ones) to be even more 

closely aligned to curriculum; and finally, teachers’ unfamiliarity with games or games 

illiteracy. Decision making with regard to the acquisition of teaching materials, particularly 

digital ones is still a highly fragmented process. As Mr. Overby indicated in his interview, the 

person he contacts and may eventually sell to vary a lot from teachers to IT staff to school 

rectors/principals. Despite having one of the highest IT and Internet penetration rates in the 
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world, Danish schools still experience differentiated and sometimes deficient resources. 

While Danish teachers may be unafraid to use non-traditional media in a supplementary way, 

this also means that GBL products are one tool of many and therefore competing with the 

Internet, COTS games, documentaries, podcasts, etc.. Word of mouth is particularly important 

in the selling of experience (and creative) goods, which means that market access issues might 

need to be closer to perfect for interest to translate into sales. Despite having created 

curriculum mappings applicable to local school systems and school systems around the world, 

sales of GC: Latin America are still sluggish and SGI is being told that the game is not close 

enough to curriculum needs in terms of content. The small sample of teachers interviewed for 

this project, however, were able to make connections between the game and their subject 

matter so this matter deserves further investigation. Finally, it is this researcher’ 

s final impression that games will be used on a par with books and other instructional material 

when they are considered as indispensable as those objects. These tools became indispensable 

with regular use so it may be fair and even elementary to say that more teachers need to play 

more games. As Becker points out: 
“Generally speaking, expecting teachers to use games without having played games is similar 

to expecting teachers to use novels and other books without them ever having read one” 

(Becker 2007: 486) 

These findings, given the small empirical sample, are only indications that would need to be 

validated and confirmed in larger studies. A recommendation for the best way to negotiate the 

barriers to adoption of games based learning could come out of further investigation. Still, this 

study offers some initial insight into the barriers and negotiations that occur in a local market 

for games-based learning. 
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Interview with Mikkel Lucas Overby, Commercial Director, Serious Games Interactive 
2009  
 
L:What prompted you to move? 
M:The company? 
L:Yes. 
M: Several things…One thing is we were   ….which is a temporary place of new startups. So they 
basically said they were going to close it down in July of this year. They extended it to January but we 
basically knew all this time that it was temporary. 
L: So this was like an incubation space? 
M: Yes…I think we were about 50 companies out there-small companies. I think we were probably 
one of the largest out there or largest. That’s one thing. We also outgrew the premises. We had a 
single office room and now that we have production and sales it’s quite a ……. 
L: How many people work here? 
M: At the moment, from 1 st of Aug we are 15 employees. 
L: Are these permanent employees? 
M: No we are 11 permanent employees, three interns and two partimes..two interns, I’m sorry. 
L: What areas do they work in? 
M: The interns (L: yes)…sales and marketing and one is partly marketing and partly concept 
development. 
L:  You yourself as I understand have a background in finance and  ….as it relates to high tech. has 
that been helpful for you in this job and in what way? 
M: yeah, I think I mean I have actually a general business background and I have been more or less all 
around. My bachelor degree is in business and administration and commercial law so I have a bit of a 
legal background. My masters is in marketing and mgmt and then I did a minor in corporate finance . 
And …for my phd. So it’s been marketing, strategy, finance and I think the broadness of the profile 
helps me because the sales dept here is very small so I am responsible for sales marketing and 
promotion and I’m also sort of a de facto CFO so I am doing all the budgets, accounting in 
collaboration with Simon so I’m sitting on the numbers. So in that respect it’s nice to have a feeling 
for many areas. 
L: So in terms of who is working in marketing and sales it’s you and the intern or one of the part-
time people? 
M: Yes. I’m working and Simon is involved though he shouldn’t officially but he’s very involved but a 
lot of the clients actually comes to him because he has a name in the field. And then May 1st we are 
hiring a key account mgr who is supposed to drive client sales so that’s projects we do for 
corporations, ngos and museums. And then we just had an intern joining us from France that’s 
supposed to be responsible for marketing and promotions for France. And we have an intern joining 
us from Germany who will spend part of his time promoting, marketing and driving sales in Germany. 
L: Financing and funding for flagship projects is I know a mixture of government and support from 
IT university. 
M:  Yeah, we actually are not funded through the IT University. We get grants which we apply for. 
We applied for a grant the Nordic Game grant for the playing history series and we’ve applied for 
some EU funds- 
L: Which you got 
M: Yes and now we are involved in a user innovation project which is run by Adapt and the 
boligstyrelsen. And we just got that. And, of course, Global Palestine has sold some so we take that 
into our flagship projects. 
L: So financing for Global Conflicts: Latin America is similar to that of GC:P? 
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M: Yeah it’s kind of similar we haven’t had any additional capital investment in the game. Initially 
there were some people who were putting in investment capital. We’ve have had some people who 
have exercised their options thereby giving some liquidity but not by any significant amount. 
L: Okay. Can I ask what a typical day is like for you? I’m trying to get an idea of how your time is 
spent on different areas. 
M: I don’t really have a typical day. I come in to the office btwn 7:30 and 8:00 am and check email. 
Every second day or so check up on our bank acct, pay some bills on Friday. Monday catching a bit 
up…then fixed things. I have fixed meetings on Wednesday with Simon where we talk about budget 
finance and clients. I have a fixed meeting every Friday with our key acct mgr where we update and 
we make plans for our coming week. I have fixed meetings on Fridays with the interns as well. We 
have a mgmt meeting, Simon I and our game director mgr every second Friday two hrs in the 
afternoon. Monday morning we have a meeting where the whole co meets for a half an hr. So that’s 
the sort of the fixed meetings. Beyond that is a lot of sales-particularly in the autumn and Spring with 
GC: P. Going to conferences doing presentations for schools, libraries different kinds of decision 
makers in the educational system. I’ve been involved more and also testing Latin America from a 
sales marketing perspective –what do we need- 
L: Who are you testers? 
M: We have different phases when we go through the testing. We have the internal tests when 
everyone plays looks after their own contribution to the game and sees what has to be fixed. Then 
we have internal where we play the game as ordinary player and fix the bugs and then we test with 
friends and family. We each send out to ten people we know. And then we have external testers 
which basically people who sign up as volunteer testers through our website. Then we run more 
structured tests with teachers and class settings. And we also have students coming in playing the 
game and filming them and seeing how they react. We’ve also had different students having the test 
and writing reports about it. 
L: When I thought of doing this project, it was before you had any distributors…do you have- 
M: We have one-we still have this split btwn the consumer market and the educational market. In 
the consumer market we have DTP Entertainment that’s has the exclusive rights for Germany, 
Austria and Switzerland. They’ve had that for the Palestine game and we’ve just signed a contract for 
the Latin America game as well. And we have a Russian publisher called  One si ?which is the largest 
publisher in Eastern Europe for Palestine.  They haven’t released it yet so it’s been a long process 
with translation and testing and bug fixing etc. So they’re sort of the dedicated publishers and then 
we have arranged with different distributors on the private side or the consumer side. On the 
educational side we’ve signed up with Bonnier educational publishers in Sweden so they’re going to 
distribute the games in schools and high schools in Sweden and we’ve signed up with Colombus in DK 
an educational publisher that is strongest in the high school market which is actually our weakest. 
We imagined that it’d be easier to sell to high schools than elementary schools- 
L: Really? 
M:  but we’ve penetrated much more in the elementary school market much more significantly. 
L: Okay..what do you attribute that to? 
M: I think it is easier to get out to the forums where we meet the elementary school people, the 
teachers and the librarians because when we’re out at conferences and we get a feeling for those we 
talk to and people sign our books and get review copies. And it’s rare that we get a high school 
teacher there. I don’t know if they’re too busy or if there’s another buying process for the 
products…yeah it’s interesting. I think it could also be the fact that it’s associated with previously the 
high schools and the elementary schools were actually-the elementary schools were at the 
municipality level and the highschools were at the amt level so it’s a different kind of control and 
decision structure- 
L: And so you think that it’s the effect- 
M: It’s easier to tap into the municipalities and the librarians. One thing we’ve been very successful 
at is targeting the head librarian for the municipality so when we talk to that person we try to get 
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them to come to a meeting. And at these meetings we have all the school librarians from the 
different municipalities meetinng up and discussing different educational material and then we’re 
their discussing our products and they can get the test game home with them. And it doesn’t seem as 
if the highschools have the same coordination and communication between them. So they’re much 
more independent in terms of decision making regarding material for their teaching.  
L: So you don’t you wouldn’t…the theory talks a lot about natural resistance on the part of 
teachers, but you wouldn’t attribute that-because you’re going through the right channels and 
they’re just not there or_ 
M: I think we haven’t really tapped into the appropriate forum and the appropriate way of actually 
connecting with them. I think our way of selling is not just presenting the game through a newspaper 
ad or a magazine because I think the product is too complex and the product is too new. So they 
don’t really know what it is and in addition to that it’s not something they’re very familiar with. So 
it’s not actually a book they don’t know, it’s actually a new media. So they aren’t sure so I think what 
we’ve seen is that it’s actually helped that we go out there spend an hr and go through what it 
actually is and show them that this is more than entertainment. It’s not just a shoot’em up product. 
It’s actually thoroughly researched product. 
L: So this is the market in DK. 
M: Yes, this is the market in DK we’re talking about. 
L: So what is your sense on how to approach other markets in Europe or the US? 
M: We’re talking educational markets? 
L: Yes and for that little bit older market-the high school market. 
M:  Uhmm I think what we experienced with publishers in the UK and the US to take the product. So 
we were kind of forced to publish it ourselves. Course we didn’t have the resources to do it so we set 
out to build a case or prove the product in DK 
 
L: What are your product successes? 
M: 

• SGI has 10 % market penetration (folkeskoler) 
• Word of mouth working 
• Good reviews in educational mags 

 
L: What are the barriers/obstacles? 
M: 

• Access to teachers in higher grades 
• Resistance to/Ignorance of game media and uncertainty about its educational value 
• Schools want online games, running 30 games on a central server not going to work.  

 
L: What are the changes to development processes for online games? 
M: Compress it a bit and development for online games forces us to move on to 3D online gaming, 
which doesn’t exist right now. Very few companies are able to do it. Unity is one of the only ones. 
L: Pricing cd rom vs pc? 
M:  priced the same because our costs are lower 
L: Greatest successes? 
M:  

• Able to go from startup to growth in relatively good shape 
• Able to keep orginal employees 

 
L: Tell me about the consumer mkt: 
M: The recent wkshop for journalists was an eye-opener…I had wondered whey we didn’t sell in 
Middle Eastern markets. The journalists at workshop said the game was a simplification and 
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reinforced stereotypes (without having played). They played and then determined that it was only 
good for people who had no knowledge or very little knowledge of the region. 
 
L: What markets are you looking at? 
M: Well, journalists thought it was good for Westerners because it addresses core issues and gives a 
personal experience 
No active promotion or marketing in the US. Beginning to sell now in the UK through? And hopefully 
they are early movers. Haven’t tested the market yet. The buyers are very proactive in these mkts. 
Big business model difference with online game model is that we don’t count on educational 
publishers…they get in way.  
 
New strategy: 

• Build a web portal to draw customers directly 
• Increase presence at educational conferences. especially UK 
• Episodes of GC: Palestine will be online as well. 

 
More diffs with online model: 

• Can sell episode by episode 
• Build a subscription based model 

 
Advertising in the educational word takes away some of the credibility. 
 
L: profile of private consumer? 
M: some adventure gamers, +25 yrs old, well educated and IT familiar, social studies interests 
     We reach them currently through NGO’s, so NGO like people who have a social interest. 
 
L: How do curriculum requirements affect the development process? 
M: In theory the sequence is that we’d do a concept document with technology specs and assets and 
environments, content research and number of characters, plot. and the second phase would be the 
interaction between game designers, sales, programmers, content people. 
  
We aren’t able to do the first step so easily because we have many projects and different schedules. 
Right now we’re doing a game on Africa. We have a very vague idea of what it will be about. We’re 
not sure what exactly but since our character designer is free to work on it now, we let him do some 
preliminary stuff on characters. It’s the not the ideal process, but it’s how we have to work. But it’s 
always a non linear process with a lot of back and forth interaction. 
 
L: How much time do you all spend on client projects rather than flagship projects? 
M: I would love that we spend more time on our flagship games. Client are definitely a large 
contributor to cash flow and liquidity so quite a lot, but for instance, April, May and June were spent 
almost exclusively on GC: Latin America. So that was the whole production team spending time on 
that and now that is being tested and then the whole production team reverts to different client 
projects. And after testing of GC: Latin America the project comes to me and the sales group. So 
there’s a big shift back on forth. 
But we have a large US client project in developing a massive multiplayer online game for a client 
that will then sell to a major media company in the US 
L: So with client projects you have deadlines? 
M: Yes 
L: Darwin project?Who is that for? 
M: for the Experimentarium 
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L: Is it done? 
M: The ball is in their court. They need to give us some feedback and then maybe it requires about 2 
weeks more of work and it’s done. So we’re waiting for them to get back to us. 
L: Where do you see the company in 3 yrs?  
M: Market really developing…we contributed to a study with Forrester and they see growth in 
Serious Games. In 3 yrs I see us recognized as a world leader in educational niche of Serious Games. 
L: Forum section of website 
M: We will definitely want that to improve also because we’re part of a study with CBS on user 
innovation  
M: I’m hesitant to say that we’re only interested in educational games market now but…[kind of] 
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Hi Laura 
I have inserted comments in your text below. 
Best regards, 
 
Mikkel 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
From: Laura Catherine la Cava [mailto:lala01ac@student.cbs.dk]  
To: mlo@seriousgames.dk 
Subject: follow-up qs 
Hi Mikkel, 
 
Am sure you're quite busy right now, but I had some follow-up questions/issues that I hope 
you can address when you have a second. 
 
Issue #1: My online access 
 
I am a registered user on your website, but when I try to log in to access some of the info for 
teachers nothing happens. It tells me to sign in, then nothing happens not even a message 
explaining why. 
 
* To log in to the teachers section you must have purchased an educational version of one of 
our games. If you need log in details for your thesis then let me know it.  
 
Issue #2: Consumer versions vs Educational versions 
 
My understanding is that the educational version of your games includes a teacher's manual. 
Any chance that I can purchase a copy of this at a reduced price other than the 99 Euros? 
And, if you could outline any other differences between the consumer versions and 
educational versions of the game, that would be great. Also, when will teacher resources on 
the web for GC: Latin America be available online? 
 
* I have attached the teacher’s manual. The educational version includes the extra features 
compared to the consumer version listed on our buy-site. 
 
Issue #3: Reaching a target group 
 
In our interview, you mentioned that you were having trouble reaching high school 
(gymnasium) teachers. You attributed this to the decision making structure of gymnasium 
schools (less centralized than folkeskole) and mentioned some other possible reasons. It 
would be so helpful to me if you would just outline again for me the problem with reaching 
this group as you see it and your own theories as to why these problems exist. Also, in cases 
where you do achieve access, how does the reception of the game differ from that of 
folkeskole teachers/librarians, if at all? 
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* I believe the following two factors are central to explain the challenge: (a) Access: high-
school teachers/librarians/it counsellors do not have forums we can tap into where they 
meet on a regular basis, and (b) Curriculum requirements: high-school curriculum 
requirements are much stricter (less flexible) than elementary school requirements.  
 
I hope you have a minute or two to answer these follow up questions. I appreciate any time 
you can devote to answering them by email. 
 
On a personal note, I found the demo for GC: Latin America much more novice-player-
friendly and engaging. I think it's a real improvement on GC: Palestine, though I enjoyed that 
as well. 
 
* I am happy to hear this! 
 
Best rgds, 
 
Laura 
 
 
Laura Mikkelsen LaCava  
Cand. soc. programme, CBP  
Copenhagen Business School  
 
Phone: (m) +45 22 36 58 92 (h) +45 32 95 58 92  
Address: Hannovergade 5, 2 th, 2300 Copenhagen S 
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From   Mikkel Lucas Overby <mlo@seriousgames.dk>   
To  Laura Catherine la Cava <lala01ac@student.cbs.dk>   
Subject  Re: follow-up 2  
 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
 
Hi Laura 
Glad to hear that you’ll be finishing your thesis. I have answered your questions below.  
 
 
 
The estimates hold with the Palestine game, but is lower on subsequent titles. Gymnasium is 
probably somewhere between 5-10% now. We partnered with Forlaget Columbus and they 
have sold to some Gymnasiums.  
 
Yes but we decided to target them through a publisher with an established sales channel. 
Worked partly. The web portal is showing some promising signs in terms of teachers 
worldwide signing up for trials but sales are low.  
 
Varies a lot. Teachers, principals, IT admin.  
 
The topics appear to be too far from curriculum (and interest) of most schools in Europe 
which has made it a difficult sale. We have partnered with a University professor in Brazil 
who now have set up a company to distribute the game locally in South America.  
 
Our products are on the “nice to have” list after all the “need to have” and that is not a good 
spot in a capital constrained educational market.  
We are 15 full time employees today.  
 
 
All the best with the thesis, 
Mikkel  
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From   Mikkel Lucas Overby <mlo@seriousgames.dk>   
To  Laura Catherine la Cava <lala01ac@student.cbs.dk>   
Subject  Re: follow-up qs  
 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
 
That okay. However, we have closed down the forum – no current sites link to it. We will 
launch a new forum when we have a critical size of installed online users.  
Best, 
Mikkel  
 
 
"Laura Catherine la Cava" <lala01ac@student.cbs.dk> wrote: 
 
 
 
hi Mikkel, 
 
Would like to access the teacher's forum or player forum. Do you not have a forum anymore 
where players/teachers/students give feedback? I was able to access it last year, but would 
like one final look.Have all the teacher material (manuals, etc) from you already. Should i 
sign up for trial to access the forum again? 
 
Sorry to bother you. 
 
laura 
 
Laura LaCava  
Cand. soc. programme, CBP  
Copenhagen Business School  
 
Phone: (m) +45 22 36 58 92  
Address: Østrigsgade 23, 2 th, 2300 Copenhagen S 
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Interview Guide 
 
(Preliminary info interview) 
 
 

1. What grade/subject do you teach and where?  
 
2. How long have you been teaching?  

 
 
3. How old are you?  
 
4. Where does your course material come from?  

 
 
5. How much leeway do you have in choosing course material and in creating lesson plans?  
 
 
6. How would you characterize computer availability at your school?  

 
 
7. How would you characterize your digital literacy? Do you consider yourself an ‘advanced tech 

user, avg or beginning tech user? 
 
8. What types of electronic devices do you use for yourself? (ex. Cell phone, laptop, desktop 

computer, IPod or MP3 player, video gaming system, hand-held gaming system, tablet PC, 
Smart phone such as iPhone or Blackberry, other) 

 
 
9. What work related tasks do you perform using any of these devices? 

 
10. How do you use the web for personal interests (ex: download videos, podcasts, photos or      

upload all, online communication and social networking tools, skype or email, write or 
contribute to a blog, write collaboratively with others via googledocs or other applications, 
contribute to a wikipedia entry, read news and magazine articles). 

 
11. What major obstacles if any, do you face in using technology in your school? 

 
 
12. What types of digital/non textbook resources are you currently using in your classroom? (If 

needed, prompt: animations, online textbooks, games, online curriculum, Podcasts or Video 
such as YouTube, TeacherTube, etc, real time internet info NASA, Google Earth, simulations, 
software to help students dev. skills, media teaching aids). 

 
 

 
13. How do you decide which digital resources to use in your classroom?  
 
14. What are the top three barriers to implementing these resources?  
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15. HOW specifically do you use or have you used technology to facilitate learning?  

 
 
 
16. Do you ever play computer games? If so, which ones? 

 
 
17. What knowledge, if any, do you have about educational computer games?  
 
 
18. Have you used or are you open to using educational games in the classroom?  
 
 
19. How comfortable are you integrating technology, in general, in your lessons? If not 

comfortable, what would increase your comfort or willingness to use it? 
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Interview #1: Anne 
 
(Indledende interview) 
 
 

1. Hvor underviser du, i hvilke fag og på hvilket niveau?  
Osted fri- og efterskole. Engelsk, tysk, dansk(er uddannet i følgende fag: dansk, religion, 
medie, billedkunst,tysk) 6 – 9 klasse(11 – 16 år)  

 
2. Hvor lang tid har du været lærer?  

3 år 
 

3. Hvor gammel er du? 
32 år 

  
4. Hvor får du dit undervisningsmateriale fra?  

 
Amtscentralen(center for undervisnings midler), skolens materiale, internettet, 
hjemmelavede materialer 

 
Center for undervisnings midler (kommune?), schools material, internet and homemade 
material 

 
5. Hvor stor frihed har du til selv at vælge dit undervisningsmateriale og til at udforme 

undervisningsplanen?  
 
Stort materiale frihed, men skal leve op til undervisnings ministeriets krav samt skolens 
fagbeskrivelser. Dette rummer dog stadig en rimelig grad af frihed. Eks. skal de måske læse 
tre romaner i 7 klasse, men jeg kan selv vælge hvilke. 

 
Large material freedom, but it has to live up to the education ministry’s demands as well 
as the school’s subject description. This gives still a good amount of freedom. For ex, 
maybe they have to read 3 novels in the 7th grade, but I can pick which ones. 

 
6. I hvor høj grad har du adgang til computere på din skole?  

 
Der er et computerrum, hvor man skal booke tid – det er for lidt, men det er dog rimelig tit 
klasserne er der. Det kan være svært at planlægge. 

 
There’s a computer room where you have to book time-it’s not enough but it’s quite 
often that the classes are there. It can be difficult to plan. 

 
7. Hvor erfaren er du med brug af digitale medier? Vil du karakterisere dig selv som 

begynder, øvet eller erfaren?  
 
Jeg er erfaren i brug af digitale medier i min fritid, men kun øvet i forbindelse med 
undervisning. (Det er nogle andre overvejelser man skal gøre sig når man skal instruere 
andre, eller supplere sin normale undervisning med digitale medier. Det kræver også at 
udstyret er i orden. Og ville være nemmere hvis skolen udleverede bærbare til lærerne, så 
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man kunne afprøve tingene hjemmefra og man ikke skal overføre fra ens egen computer til 
skolens.) 
 
I’m an experienced user of digital media in myfree time, but medium user in connection 
with teaching. (There are other considerations you have to make when you have to 
instruct others, or supplement your normal teaching with digital media. It also requires 
that equipment is in order. It would be easier if the schools delivered laptops to teachers 
so they could try things at home and you don’t have to transfer from your own computer 
to the schools.) 

  
8. Hvilke typer af elektronisk udstyr bruger du selv? (for eksempel mobil telefon, stationær 

computer, bærbar, IPod eller anden MP3 afspiller, spillekonsoller, mobile spillekonsoller, 
tablet PC, smart phone så som IPhone , HTC eller andet.).  
 

             Mobiltelefon, stationær, netbook, mp3(iPod shuffle)PSP(sony playstation  
      portable)playstation  

 
9. Bruger du noget af dette elektroniske udstyr i forbindelse med dit arbejde? Hvis ja, hvad 

bruger du det til? 
 
Ja, forbereder mig på den stationære, dvs. laver opgaver på den, dagsplaner, 
forældrebreve, finder inspiration på internettet, bestiller fra Amts centralen, tjekker 
skolens intranet for nyheder eller e-mails. Jeg har lavet power points og redigeret film, 
billeder og musik til undervisningsbrug.  

 
Yes, i do preparatons on the stationary computer, that’s is to say create assignments on 
it it, daily plans, parents letters, find inspiration on the internet, order for the amts 
central, check the school’s intranet for news and emails. I make power points and edit 
film, pictures and musing for teaching use. 

 
10. Hvordan bruger du internettet privat? (for eksempel til at downloade eller oploade 

videoer, podcasts eller billeder, til online kommunikation og social networking, til at skype 
eller e-maile, til at blogge, som samarbejdsværktøj ved hjælp af googledocs eller lignende, 
til at bidrage til en Wikipedia artikel, til at læse nyheder og artikler eller andet) 
 
Samarbejdsværktøj ved hjælp af googledocs, online kommunikation, en smule social 
networking. Downloader billeder, læser nyheder og artikler, finder information om kultur 
og lignende, spille spil mm. 

 
Collaborative tools with the help of google documents, online communication, and a 
little social networking. Download pictures, read news and articles, find info about 
culture and similar, play games. 

  
11. Oplever du forhindringer for at bruge teknologi på din skole? Hvis ja, hvilke?  

 
Ja, der er ikke sat tid(penge) nok af til at den IT ansvarlige kan hjælpe lærerne med at 
fortælle om den teknologi skolen er I besiddelse af. Heller ikke tid til at han kan installere 
forskelligt software og det er kun ham der må gøre det. dvs. ansvaret skulle fordeles ud til 
flere og der skulle tilbydes flere kurser i brugen af det gear skolen har(ex. Whiteboards og 
diverse programmer samt online tjenester som skolen abonnerer på)  
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Desuden skal skolen nok udvikle en længere sigtet IT strategi –så man ved om det er 
prioriteret og hvad det er man synes børnene skal have ud af det –også erfarings deling 
mellem lærerne. Det handler selvfølgelig også om at der skal være nok udstyr – helst min. 
1 computer i hver klasse (med internet) som kan forbindes med projektor. 

 
Yes, there isn’t enough money set aside so that the IT person can help teachers by 
explaining what IT technology the school has. Neither is there time enough so that he 
can install different software and there is only him that does it, so the responsibility 
could be delegated to more and there should be offered more courses in the use of the 
equipment the school has (ex. Whiteboards and different programs along with online 
services that the school subscribes to. On top of this, the school should probably develop 
a longer term IT strategy-so you know it is prioritized and what it is that children should 
get out of it-also experience sharing between teachers. It also means of course that there 
should be enough equipment-minimum at least one computer for each class (with 
internet) that can be connected to a projector. 

 
 

12. Hvilke typer af digitale medier bruger du for øjeblikket til dine elever? (for eksempel 
animationer, online bøger, spil, online læseplan, Podcasts eller videoer som YouTube, 
TeacherTube eller lignende, live tjenester så som NASA eller Google Earth, simulationer, 
software der kan hjælpe elever med at udvikle specifikke færdigheder.) 
 
Én elev er ordblind og bruger programmet cd-ord 7 til at læse tekster højt og som udvidet 
stavehjælp. Youtube bruges som supplement, online sprogopgaver, informations søgning, 
udveksling af lektier ind imellem. 

 
One student is dyslexic and uses the program cd-ord 7 to read text out loud and to 
’udvidet’ spelling help. Youtube is used as a supplement, online language drills, 
information searches, exchanging of lessons ‘ind imellem’. 

 
13. Hvordan bestemmer du hvilke digitale medier du vil bruge i undervisningen?  

 
Hvis jeg har god tid til at planlægge et emne eller et forløb, prøver jeg at planlægge så der 
er noget visuelt og noget skriftligt og noget lyd samt vekslen mellem gruppe arbejde, 
individuelt og lærerbaseret undervisning. Jeg vælger de medier jeg kender bedst og har 
nemmest adgang til. 

 
If I have enough time to plan a topic or a subject, I try to plan so that there is something 
visual and something written and some sound as well as some exchange thru group 
work, individual and learning based teaching. I choose the media I know the best and 
have easiest access to. 

 
 

14. Hvad er de tre største barrierer for at bruge digitale medier i din undervisning? 
 

Manglende tid, manglende efteruddannelse, manglende udstyr  
Lack of time, lack of professional development/after education, and deficient equipment 
resources. 
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15. Hvordan bruger du eller har du brugt teknologi til at facilitere læring mere specifikt (mht til 
dit svar på spørgsmal 12)?  
 
Vi har lavet en musikvideo i tysk som blev lagt på YouTube, vi ser indslag på internettet om 
ex. Politik i forbindelse med det amerikanske valg(ex. nyheder og taler)Eleverne har lavet 
små videoer med deres telefoner i dansk. Eleverne laver grammatik opgaver på nettet.  
We made a music video in german that was uploaded to youtube, we see programs on 
the internet about, for ex, politics in connection with the american election (for ex, news 
and speeches). The students have made short videos with there phones in danish. They 
do grammar exercises on the net. 

 
 
 

16. Spiller du selv computerspil? Hvis ja, hvilke?  
 
Ja, spiller strategispil (ex. Heroes of might and magic/age of empires) eller rollespil(ex 
assasins creed/day of the destroyer) eller adventurespil(ex tomb raider) 
 
Yes, I play strategy games (ex Heroes of Might and Magic/Age of Empires) or rollplay (ex 
Assassins Creed/Day of the Destroyer) or adventure games (ex Tomb Raider). 

 
17. Hvor meget ved du om læringscomputerspil? 

 
Jeg ved lidt fra jeg tog det pædagogiske kørekort, samt lidt ud fra egen interesse. Har 
engang været i praktik et sted hvor de brugte læringsspil til matematik(keops pyramide). 
 
I know some from when I took the teacher driver’s license, and a little from my own 
interest. Internet once where they used computer games to teach math (Keops Pyramid). 

  
18. Har du brugt eller er du villig til at bruge læringscomputerspil i din undervisning?  

 
Jeg har endnu selv benyttet læringsspil, men kunne godt tænke mig det. 
I haven’t yet used educational games, but would like to. 

 
19. Hvor tryg er du ved at integrere teknologi i din undervisning? Hvis du ikke er tryg ved det, 

hvad ville kunne øge din tryghed ved eller villighed til at gøre det? 
 
Tryghed handler for mig om at man selv har udstyret og tiden til at prøve det af, så man 
ved hvordan det fungerer når man står med klassen. Når man er organisator for 20 elever 
er det virkelig vigtigt at man er et skridt foran og ikke bare improviserer. Det betyder der 
skal sættes penge af fra skolens side til at lærere kan bruge tid på at lære programmer og 
udstyr at kende.  
 
Security and comfort for me comes from having the equipment, technology and time to 
try it, so you know how it works when you are in the classroom. When you are the 
organizer for 20 students it’s really important that you are a steop ahead and not just 
improvsing. That means there has to be money put aside by the school for teachers to 
have time to learn programs and equipment. 
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Interview #2: Anne  
 
(Interview efter afprøvning af spil) 
 
Nu da du har spillet spillet Global Conflicts: Latin America og har læst lærevejledningsmaterialet vil 
jeg gerne have dig til at udfylde dette spørgeskema. Tænk ikke over tegnsætning og lignende. Det der 
er vigtigt er at få dine tanker og oplevelser beskrevet så detaljeret som muligt. 
  
 

1. Hvad er dit førstehåndsindtryk af spillet? (Om muligt skriv de noter eller spørgsmål du har 
skrevet ned mens du spillede spillet. 
 
Man lever sig hurtigt ind i rollen som journalist/detektiv, som skal have gravet sandheden 
frem. Der er et konkurrence element, i og med man skal jorde ”den onde” til sidst i spillet. 
Dvs. man får ny viden uden at være fokuseret på det. Dog savnede jeg lidt at man i 
slutinterviewet skal kæmpe mod tiden, i stedetfor ex. At stille spørgsmål i en strategisk 
rigtige rækkefølge. Det betyder at man ikke helt når at læse teksten fordi man skal nå at 
svare, og dermed når den nye viden ikke at komme ordentligt i spil.  
 
You very quickly become involved in the roll as journalist/detective who has to dig the 
truth out. There is a competitive element in that you have to weed out ‘the bad guy’ at the 
end of the game. That’s to say, you get new knowledge without being focused on that. 
Though I missed a little that in the final interview you have to fight against time instead of, 
for example, asking questions in a strategic and correct order. That means that you don’t 
manage to read the text because you have to reach to answer and in that way the new 
knowledge doesn’t come into play really. 

 
2. Hvordan ville du ud fra de nedenstående parametre bedømme spillet? 
 

a. Udfordringsniveau 
 
Rimelig udfordrende, da der er en del sammenhænge man skal danne sig et billede af og 
en del nye ord og begreber. Men baggrundsmaterialet er godt og der er tid til at den 
enkelte spiller kan bruge den tid man vil under selve spillet, eller prøve igen.  
Fairly challenging in that there is a connection you have to make and some new words 
and concepts. But the background material is good and there is time so that the 
individual player can use the time you want or try again. 
 
 
b. Evne til at motivere studerende  
 
Som tidligere nævnt er det en god motivationsfaktor at det faktisk er et spil. Dvs. man 
kæmper mod nogen og kan vinde, hvis man gør det godt. Desuden opnår man hurtigt 
sympati for de berørte personer, hvilket også gør det mere nærværende end en 
historie/geografibog. Det er også motiverende at spille flere spil indenfor samme 
verdensdel, da den forhåndsviden man har fået i det foregående spil synes at give 
mening når man spiller videre og udvider perspektivet. Man får således en 
succesoplevelse ved at føle man kender noget til problematikkerne og kan se en større 
sammenhæng. 
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As stated earlier, it’s a good motivation factor in that it is in fact a game. That is to say 
you fight someone and can win if you do well. You quickly develop a sympathy for the 
affect people which also makes it more engaging than a history or geography book. It’s 
also motivating to play several games within the same region of the world since the 
previous knowledge you’ve gotten in a previous game seems to gain meaning when 
you continue playing and widens perspectives. You get a successful experience in that 
you feel you know something about the issues/problems and can see a wider 
connection. 

 
 

c. Relevans i forhold til læseplanen 
 
Spillene rummer mange muligheder for at indgå som understøttende materiale til 
læseplanen. Det er meget tydeligt hvilket udbytte man kan få i forskellige faglige 
sammenhænge, hvorved det skiller sig ud fra spil i almindelighed. Indlevelse, oplevelse 
og oplysning går fint sammen hånd i hånd. Jeg kan se det som relevant i forhold til både 
sprogfag, geografi, samfundsfag og dansk, og ikke mindst i tværfaglige sammenhænge.  
The game offers many possibilities in terms of being used as support material to the 
study plan. It’s very clear what the benefits in relation to different subject areas are, 
and distinguishes itself from normal games. Engagement, experience and information 
go well together hand in hand. I can see its relevance in relation to English and Spanish 
language courses, geography, social studies, Danish and not least in cross subject 
contexts. 
 

 
 

d. Målgruppens alder 
Spillet udmærker sig til målgruppens alder ved ikke at være for barnligt(små nuttede 
figurer osv.) men derimod realistisk, og at skabe baggrund for debat – man kommer 
meget rundt om sagens forskellige vinkler, og øver argumentation. Men der er en stor 
mængde af information undervejs, så måske skulle man indlægge små opgaver 
undervejs, der sikrer at spillerne når at reflektere over den nye viden, og bevare 
overblikket. (på trods af notesbog funktionen i spillet.) 
The game fits the target group’s age in that it is not too childish (small cute figures, etc) 
but rather realistic, and creates a background for debate-you get around the issues 
many different angles, and practice argumentation. But there is a lot of info, so maybe 
small assignments should be done during that ensures that the players are able to 
reflect over the new knowledge and preserve the moment (despite the notebook 
function in the game). 

 
 
 

e. Brugervenlighed 
 
Spillet er meget nemt at betjene, og hvis man er vandt til internet og spil, som mange 
unge har kendskab til, skulle det ikke være noget problem. Dog kunne man savne et 
minimap ude i siden, så man kunne se hvor man geografisk bevægede sig rundt, da det 
ikke er helt tydeligt hvor man er. Der er store mængder tekst, med relativ lille skrift. 
Dette kunne måske understøttes hvis figurerne havde stemmer, så man også audiotivt fik 
oplysningerne. Resultatet kan ellers være at nogen ikke får læst det hele i deres iver på at 
komme videre, og derfor bare gætter sig frem.  
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The game is very easy to use and if you are used to the internet and games as many 
young people are it shouldn’t be a problem. You could use a mini-map on the side so 
you could see where you are moving around geographically since it’s not entirely clear 
where you are. There are large amounts of text with very small print. It might help if 
the characters had voices so you also got info audio wise. The result can be some don’t 
get to finish reading in there effort to move further on and therefore just guess 
forward. 

 
 

f. Indhold (nøjagtighed, kulturel repræsentation, grad af inklusion, grafik, missioner) 
 
Udfra min egen viden om problemstillingerne, er de ret godt præsenteret. Den 
latinamerikanske kultur er noget ensidigt præsenteret, da det er problemstillingerne de 
fokuserer på.  Det kunne være meget spændende hvis man kunne inddrage flere sider af 
kulturerne i samme spil, uden at gå på kompromis med den overordnede problemstilling. 
Mht. grad af inklusion, ved jeg ikke helt om der menes i hvor høj grad man som spiller 
inkluderes i spillet – altså hvor meget man har indflydelse/kan interagere...?Grafikken er 
udmærket – ikke æstetisk overvældende, men fungerer fint til at understøtte historierne. 
Missionerne er spændende. 
 
From my own knowledge of the problems, it is well presented. The Latin American 
culture is somewhat presented one-sidedly since it is problems they focus on. It could 
be really exciting if you could bring in more sides of the culture into the game without 
compromising the overarching problem/issue. Regarding the degree of inclusion I don’t 
know if it is meant in how high degree you as a player are included in the game-or how 
much you can interact or have influence? The graphics are fine-not aesthetically 
overwhelming, but functioning well to support the story. The missions are exciting. 
 
 
g.  Lærevejledningen 
 
Lærevejledningen er god fordi den sætter ord på de læringsmæssige principper og 
overordnede emner som spillet kommer omkring. 
Den er meget udførlig og pædagogisk.   
The teacher support instructions are good because it puts words to the teaching 
related principles and overarching subjects that the game involves. It is very detailed 
and pedagogic. 

 
 
 

h. Overordnet kvalitet 
 
Spillet ligger i den gode ende kvalitetsmæssigt, men kunne forbedres ved at der måske 
var endnu flere interaktionsmuligheder, og højere indlevelse i rollen. Måske at 
journalisten også kunne tale med andre, eller der var en redaktion hvor man kunne sidde 
og arbejde med nogle opgaver. 
The game lies in the good end of the spectrum quality wise, but could be improved if 
there were more interactive possibilities or there was a editor where you could sit and 
work on some assignments. 
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3. Kan du forestille dig at bruge dette spil i din undervisning? Hvis ja, hvordan? Hvis nej, hvorfor 

ikke? 
 
Ja, jeg kunne sagtens forestille mig at bruge spillet. Det er afgrænset tidsmæssigt, men 
lægger op til en proces med for - og efterarbejde, hvilket er en god måde at lære på. Det er 
en mere frisk og moderne tilgang end kun at læse bøger og søge på internettet. Det lægger 
sig lidt op ad storyline metoden, blot med brug af det digitale medie. Jeg kunne forestille 
mig at bruge spillet ved at gå frem som manualen foreslår, med lidt baggrundsviden og 
snak på klassen, derefter spille og til sidst arbejde med nogle valgfrie opgaver – dvs. 
spørgsmål eller artikel eller noget helt tredje, så eleverne selv er medbestemmende over 
hvordan de vil demonstrere hvad de har lært. Opsamlig ved at man præsenterer for 
hinanden og evt. har en fælles debat. Det hele kunne meget vel krydres med virkelige cases 
eller tv indslag fra områderne.  
Yes, I can certainly imagine using this game. There is limited time but is conducive to 
before and after work, which is a good way to learn. It is a more fresh and modern method 
than just reading books and looking on the internet. It’s similar to the storyline method 
(ASK ANNE) just with use of digital media. I could imagine using the game as the manual 
suggests with some background knowledge and talk in class, then playing and finally work 
with some self decided assignments-that is, questions or articles or something else so the 
students are themselves involved in deciding how to demonstrate what they’ve learned. 
Summarize by presenting for each other or have a common debate. The whole thing could 
be augmented with real cases or tv programs from the area. 

 
 
 

4. Hvor tryg vil du være ved at bruge spillet i undervisningen? 
 

Ret tryg, da spillet er overskueligt og der er masser af understøttende materiale.   
Very comfortable since the game is understandable and there is a lot of support material. 

 
 

5. Hvor ville du regne med at kunne finde information om dette eller lignende spil?  
 

Ofte bruger jeg EMU(Elektronisk Mødested for Undervisningsverdenen)hvis jeg skal finde 
inspiration, men jeg fandt først spillet på EMU efter jeg vidste det fandtes. Det er måske for 
uoverskueligt et sted. Ellers har jeg ingen anelse om hvor de befinder sig – læringsspil. Der 
mangler måske en overordnet portal for den slags. 

 
I often use EMU if I can find inspiration but i found the game first on EMU after i knew 
about it. The site is maybe not very navigable. Otherwise I have no idea where to find 
educational games. There is lacking maybe a common portal for it. 

 
6. Ville du overveje at tage et fjernundervisningskursus i implementeringen af læringsspil i 

undervisningen? 
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Ja, men jeg tror man har brug for også at mødes med nogen fysisk, eller være en gruppe fra 
samme skole, der evt. skal diskutere noget eller lave nogle opgaver sammen. Tror det er 
meget vigtigt at der er flere fra samme skole der er med i det for at det bliver til noget. 
Yes, but I also think you need to meet physically or be in a group from the same school that 
should discuss something or do assignments together. I think it’s very important that there 
are several from the same school that are with it so something comes of it. 

 
 

7. Gode råd, forslag eller sidste tanker?  
 
..... 
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Interview #1: Jette 
 
(Indledende interview) 
 
 

1. Hvor underviser du, i hvilke fag og på hvilket niveau?  
 
På Gentofte Studenterkursus. På A-niveau i dansk og b- og a-niveau i spansk 
At Gentofte Studenterkursus. At A-level in danish and b and a levels in spanish. 

 
2. Hvor lang tid har du været lærer?  

 
Ca. 10 år 
Around 10 yrs 

 
3. Hvor gammel er du 

41 
  
4. Hvor får du dit undervisningsmateriale fra?  

 
Alle mulige steder fra. Primært antologier og primærværker. Men nettet, aviser, kollegaer 
tæller også. 
All possible places…primarily anthologies and primarysources. But the net, newspapers, 
and colleagues also. 

 
5. Hvor stor frihed har du til selv at vælge dit undervisningsmateriale og til at udforme 

undervisningsplanen?  
 
Vi er meget bundet op på læreplanen i dansk hvor der er ret stramme fordelingsnøgler 
mellem fagets tre stofområder: litteratur, sprog og medier. Spansk har ikke – som tidligere – 
et pensumkrav der går på sider – men et emnekrav der kan fortolkes ret frit. 

 
There’s a very strict plan for how much a topic can take up in 3 material areas: literature, 
language and media. Spanish doesn’t-as earlier-a ‘pensum’ requirement that includes 
pages-but a subject requirement that can be interpreted pretty freely. 

 
6. I hvor høj grad har du adgang til computere på din skole?  

 
Vi har to computerlokaler der er rimelig tilgængelige så længe du planlægger din 
undervisning i god tid. 

 
We have two computer locales that are pretty available as long as you plan your teaching 
in good time. 

 
7. Hvor erfaren er du med brug af digitale medier? Vil du karakterisere dig selv som begynder, 

øvet eller erfaren? 
 

Øvet 
       Medium. 
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8. Hvilke typer af elektronisk udstyr bruger du selv? (for eksempel mobil telefon, stationær 

computer, bærbar, IPod eller anden MP3 afspiller, spillekonsoller, mobile spillekonsoller, 
tablet PC, smart phone så som IPhone , HTC eller andet.).  
 

       mobil, bærbar, stationær, iPod 
      mobile, laptop, stationary, iPod 
 
 
9. Bruger du noget af dette elektroniske udstyr i forbindelse med dit arbejde? Hvis ja, hvad 

bruger du det til? 
 

      Jeg har brugt podcastede programmer i undervisningen.  
     I ’ve used podcast programs in teaching. 

 
10. Hvordan bruger du internettet privat? (for eksempel til at downloade eller oploade videoer, 

podcasts eller billeder, til online kommunikation og social networking, til at skype eller e-
maile, til at blogge, som samarbejdsværktøj ved hjælp af googledocs eller lignende, til at 
bidrage til en Wikipedia artikel, til at læse nyheder og artikler eller andet) 
 
Jeg inddrager artikler primært via Infomedia. Evt Wikipedia selvom jeg ikke finder sitet videre  
lødigt. Jeg downloader meget musik og billeder. Enkelte videoer via youtube.  

 
I draw articles primarily via Infomedia. Also Wikipedia even though I find the site of 
questionable value. I download a lot of music and pictures. 

  
11. Oplever du forhindringer for at bruge teknologi på din skole? Hvis ja, hvilke?  

 
Tilgængelighed. Der burde være en brugerflade i alle klasselokaler. Samt projektor og 
stationær computer samt højttaler, så jeg ikke skal rigge det hele til for at vise fem minutters 
indslag fra Spanien eller TV-avisen (som det vist stadig hedder). 

 
Availability. There should be a mountable screen in all classrooms. Also a projector, 
stationary computer, speakers so i don’t have to set up the whole thing to show a five 
minute program from Spain or TV-Avisen (which it’s still called). 

 
12. Hvilke typer af digitale medier bruger du for øjeblikket til dine elever? (for eksempel 

animationer, online bøger, spil, online læseplan, Podcasts eller videoer som YouTube, 
TeacherTube eller lignende, live tjenester så som NASA eller Google Earth, simulationer, 
software der kan hjælpe elever med at udvikle specifikke færdigheder.) 
 
Podcasts,  videoer som Youtube, lectio, et meget gammelt grammatikprogram i spansk der 
hedder ”calis” og er lavet i dos, ”visl” der er et nogenlunde interaktivt grammatikprogram, 
Dansk Sprognævns hjemmeside om kommatering, udvalgte hjemmesider med opgaver etc.  

 
Podcasts, videos like Youtube, lectio, a very old grammar program in spanish that’s called 
‘calis’ and is made in dos, ‘visl’ that is a ‘nogenlunde’ interactive grammar program. Dansk 
Sprognævns webpage about punctuation, selected websites with assignments, etc. 
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13. Hvordan bestemmer du hvilke digitale medier du vil bruge i undervisningen?  

 
Det er meget afhængigt hvilke lokaler jeg lige har den dag og af om jeg har taget mig 
sammen til en omgang langtidsplanlægning. Men ellers er det hvilke former for variation, der 
lægges op til mht til det visuelle og auditive. 

 
It’s very dependent on which classroom i have that day and if i’d been organized and 
planned ahead. But otherwise it’s varied with regard to visual and audio. 

 
  

14. Hvad er de tre største barrierer for at bruge digitale medier i din undervisning? 
 

Tilgængelighed, tilgængelighed og dovenskab. 
Availability, availability and lazyness. 

 
 
 
 

15. Hvordan bruger du eller har du brugt teknologi til at facilitere læring mere specifikt (mht til 
dit svar på spørgsmal 12)?  
 
Jeg har brugt enkelte podcasts fra DR der primært er forfatterprogrammer eller oplæsninger 
af bestemte tekster. Så har jeg brugt musikfiler fra youtube i spanskundervisningen. , 
nyhedsindslag, Ordbog over det danske sprog, kommateringsøvelser, 
grammatikprogrammer. 

 
I have used individual podcasts from DR that are primarily author programs or readings of 
certina texts. Then I’ve used music files from youtube for teaching in Spanish and news 
reports. Dictionary for Danish, punctuation exercises, grammar programs. 

 
16. Spiller du selv computerspil? Hvis ja, hvilke?  

 
Nej NO 

 
17. Hvor meget ved du om læringscomputerspil? 

 
Meget lidt. Very little. 

  
18. Har du brugt eller er du villig til at bruge læringscomputerspil i din undervisning?  

 
Næsten ikke, men vil gerne. Mostly not, but would like to. 

 
 
19. Hvor tryg er du ved at integrere teknologi i din undervisning? Hvis du ikke er tryg ved det, 

hvad ville kunne øge din tryghed ved eller villighed til at gøre det? 
 
Rimelig tryg. Tager fumleriet rimelig afslappet. Er ikke bange for at tabe ansigt over for 
eleverne, der selvsagt kan meget mere. 
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Pretty secure. Take the fumbling pretty lightly. Not afraid to lose face before the students 
who are more capable. 
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Interview #2: Jette 
 
(Interview efter afprøvning af spil) 
 
Nu da du har spillet spillet Global Conflicts: Latin America og har læst lærevejledningsmaterialet vil 
jeg gerne have dig til at udfylde dette spørgeskema. Tænk ikke over tegnsætning og lignende. Det der 
er vigtigt er at få dine tanker og oplevelser beskrevet så detaljeret som muligt. 
  
 

1. Hvad er dit førstehåndsindtryk af spillet? (Om muligt skriv de noter eller spørgsmål du har 
skrevet ned mens du spillede spillet. 
 

      Meget underholdende. Af og til lidt omstændeligt/langsomt. 
     Very entertaining. Now and again a little troublesome/slow. 
 
2. Hvordan ville du ud fra de nedenstående parametre bedømme spillet? 
 

a. Udfordringsniveau 
        I forbindelse med temaløsningen i spansk: meget udfordrende. 

   I forbindelse med et forløb i dansk om journalistik: Nødvendigt med grundig intro til            
skriveproces, men så fint og udfordrende supplement. 

 
In connection with theme solutions in spanish: very challenging. 
In connection with an educational sequence in Danish about journalism: Necessary 
to have a thorough introduction to the writing process, but a fine and challenging 
supplement. 

 
 
 
 
b. Evne til at motivere studerende  

 
       Høj. God grafik. God oplevelsesdimension. 
      Jeg tror de bliver lokket til at skifte perspektiv til et andet land. 
 
       High. Good graphics. Good experential dimension. 
      I think they are drawn to shift perspective to another country. 

 
 
 
 

c. Relevans i forhold til læseplanen 
 

       Høj- især i forbindelse med tema? I spansk. 
        High-especially in connection with theme? In Spanish. 

 
 
 
 

d. Målgruppens alder 
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      17 og op? 
      17 and over. 

 
 
 
 

e. Brugervenlighed 
 

Måske lidt informationstæt. Der går lang tid inden man får ’belønning’ 
for det hårde   

         
Maybe a little information heavy. It takes a long time before you are 
rewarded for the    hard ? 

 
 
 
 
 
f. Indhold (nøjagtighed, kulturel repræsentation, grad af inklusion, grafik, missioner) 

 
Jeg synes nøjagtighed, inklusion etc rammer rigtigt. Men jeg er helt 
overbevist om nogle elever vil finde spillet for politisk korrekt. ? er helt 
sort og hvide 

 
I think accuracy, inclusiveness, etc hit where they should, but i am 
totally convinced that some students will find the game too politically 
correct. ? It’s totally black and white. 

 
 
 
g.  Lærevejledningen 

 
        Er god. Til gengæld synesjeg elevopgaverne er kedelige og lidt ? 

Is good. On the otherhand I think the student assignments are boring 
and a little? 

 
 
 

h. Overordnet kvalitet 
 

       Er høj! 
      Is high!! 

 
 

 
3. Kan du forestille dig at bruge dette spil i din undervisning? Hvis ja, hvordan? Hvis nej, hvorfor 

ikke? 
 

Bestemt. Nok mest i spansk, men i danske? har vi i uge 46 mulighed for at få 
gratisaviser og mange lægger et forløb om nyhedsformidling i denne uge. Her ville det 
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være oplagt at slutte af med ”at lege journalist”. I det hele taget skal vi undervise i 
nyhedsformidling, så jeg kan sagtens se en anvendelse her også selvom stofområdet 
ikke er dansk/europæisk. 

 
Definitely. Probably mostly in Spanish, but in Danish ? we have in week 46 possibility 
to get free newspapers and many teachers plan a sequence about ‘news coverage’ 
that week. Here it would be a good idea to end with “to play a journalist”. On the 
whole, we have to teach in news coverage, so I can certainly see a use here even 
though the material area is not Danish/European. 

 
*Til gengeld...? 
Then again ? 

 
 

4. Hvor tryg vil du være ved at bruge spillet i undervisningen? 
 

Helt tryg-efter et par gange. 
 

Very comfortable/secure after a couple of times. 
 
 

5. Hvor ville du regne med at kunne finde information om dette eller lignende spil?  
 

På netttet! 
On the net! 

 
6. Ville du overveje at tage et fjernundervisningskursus i implementeringen af læringsspil i 

undervisningen? 
 

Ja, det ville være sjovt. 
Yes, that would be fun. 

 
7. Gode råd, forslag eller sidste tanker?  

 
Jeg synes som nævnt at elevopgaverne trænger til et eftersyn. De kunne være sjovere-
og er meget skriftbundne? 
Jeg ville nok lave mine egne. 

 
I think as mentioned that student assignments need to be looked at again. They 
could be more fun-and are very tied to written work. I would probably make my 
own. 
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Interview #1: Nicolai 
 
(Indledende interview) 
 
 

1. Hvor underviser du, i hvilke fag og på hvilket niveau?  
 
Engelsk og dansk på gymnasieniveau  
English and danish at gymnasium level. 

 
2. Hvor lang tid har du været lærer?  

Ca. 8 år. Around 8 yrs 
 

3. Hvor gammel er du? 
34   

  
4. Hvor får du dit undervisningsmateriale fra?  
 

Fra nettet, biblioteket, skolens bogkælder og især fra skolens intranet.  
From the net, the library, the school’s bookcellar/chain and especially from the school’s 
intranet. 

 
5. Hvor stor frihed har du til selv at vælge dit undervisningsmateriale og til at udforme 

undervisningsplanen?  
 

I engelsk har jeg relativ stor frihed, læreplanen er noget mere bunden i dansk.  
In English I have relatively large freedom, the teaching/learning plan is more strict in 
Danish. 

 
6. I hvor høj grad har du adgang til computere på din skole?  
 

På Ørestad Gymnasium er der altid adgang til computere.  
At Ørestad Gymnsasium there is always access to computers. 

 
7. Hvor erfaren er du med brug af digitale medier? Vil du karakterisere dig selv som begynder, 

øvet eller erfaren? 
 

Erfaren. Experienced. 
  

8. Hvilke typer af elektronisk udstyr bruger du selv? (for eksempel mobil telefon, stationær 
computer, bærbar, IPod eller anden MP3 afspiller, spillekonsoller, mobile spillekonsoller, 
tablet PC, smart phone så som IPhone , HTC eller andet.).  
 
Mobiltlf., Ipod, Macbook, Imac.  

 
9. Bruger du noget af dette elektroniske udstyr i forbindelse med dit arbejde? Hvis ja, hvad 

bruger du det til? 
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Computere er en integreret del af undervisningen på OEG. Det er meget blandet, hvad jeg 
bruger det til. Det kan være alt fra upload af svar på spørgsmål til produktion af podcast i 
sprogundervisningen.  
Computers are an integrated part of the teaching at OEG. It’s very mixed what I use it for. It 
can be everything from uploading of answers to questions to production of podcasts in 
language teaching. 

 
10. Hvordan bruger du internettet privat? (for eksempel til at downloade eller oploade videoer, 

podcasts eller billeder, til online kommunikation og social networking, til at skype eller e-
maile, til at blogge, som samarbejdsværktøj ved hjælp af googledocs eller lignende, til at 
bidrage til en Wikipedia artikel, til at læse nyheder og artikler eller andet) 

 
Først og fremmest er nettet en central del af min forberedelse – faktisk helt uundværlig. 
Derudover bruger jeg nettet til nyhedssøgning hver dag. Desuden Facebook og private emails.  
First and foremost is the net a central part of my preparation-in fact totally 
indispensable.Beyond that I use the net for news searching every day. Also FB and private 
emails. 

  
11. Oplever du forhindringer for at bruge teknologi på din skole? Hvis ja, hvilke?  
 

Nej jeg oplever ingen forhindringer. No I don’t experience obstacles to using technology at 
school. 

 
12. Hvilke typer af digitale medier bruger du for øjeblikket til dine elever? (for eksempel 

animationer, online bøger, spil, online læseplan, Podcasts eller videoer som YouTube, 
TeacherTube eller lignende, live tjenester så som NASA eller Google Earth, simulationer, 
software der kan hjælpe elever med at udvikle specifikke færdigheder.) 
 
Alle tekster bliver scannet ind på OEG, så i den forstand bruger jeg online-bøger dagligt. 
Desuden online ordbøger, podcasting, klip fra Youtube og nettet i bred forstand til fx 
webquests.  
All texts are scanned in on OEG, so in that regard i use online books daily. In addition, 
online dictionaries, podcasting, klips from youtube and the net in wide context for, for ex. 
Webquests. 

 
13. Hvordan bestemmer du hvilke digitale medier du vil bruge i undervisningen?  

 
Det afhænger af klassen og hvilket undervisningsmiljø, jeg har til rådighed. I 2. og 3.g har de 
fleste elever deres egen bærbare computer. Derudover afhænger det af materialet, jeg 
arbejder med. Jeg har lige afsluttet et Horror-forløb, hvor eleverne fik til opgave at finde 
relevante links og filmklip til ”Dracula”.  
 
It depends on the class and what type of teaching environment i have available. In 2 and 
3g, most of the students have their own laptops. Beyond that it depends on the material 
I’m working with. I just finished a horror segment where the students had the assignment 
to find relevant links and filmklips to Dracula. 
 

 
 
14. Hvad er de tre største barrierer for at bruge digitale medier i din undervisning? 
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Jeg oplever egentlig ikke nogen barrierer – måske min til tider manglende kreativitet.  
I don’t actually experience any barriers-maybe my lack of creativity. 

 
 

15. Hvordan bruger du eller har du brugt teknologi til at facilitere læring mere specifikt (mht til 
dit svar på spørgsmal 12)?  

 
Jeg viser ofte klip fra nyhedssider som ”starter” til min engelskundervisning. Herudover 
anvender jeg ofte youtube til illustrering af litteratur/film. Ind i mellem bruger jeg også 
diverse online-grammatikker.  

 
I often show clips from news sites as a start to my english teaching. In addition, I also use 
youtube to illustrate books/movies. Once in a while I also use diverse online grammar 
sources. 

 
16. Spiller du selv computerspil? Hvis ja, hvilke?  

Nej  No. 
 

17. Hvor meget ved du om læringscomputerspil? 
Meget lidt. Very little. 

  
18. Har du brugt eller er du villig til at bruge læringscomputerspil i din undervisning?  
 

Jeg har brugt SDU’s VISL-program, men ellers ikke.  
I’ve used SDU’s VISL-program, but otherwise not. 

 
 
19. Hvor tryg er du ved at integrere teknologi i din undervisning? Hvis du ikke er tryg ved det, 

hvad ville kunne øge din tryghed ved eller villighed til at gøre det? 
 
Jeg er helt tryg ved det.  
I am totally comfortable with it. 
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Interview #2: Nicolai 
 
(Interview efter afprøvning af spil) 
 
Nu da du har spillet spillet Global Conflicts: Latin America og har læst lærevejledningsmaterialet vil 
jeg gerne have dig til at udfylde dette spørgeskema. Tænk ikke over tegnsætning og lignende. Det der 
er vigtigt er at få dine tanker og oplevelser beskrevet så detaljeret som muligt. 
  
 

8. Hvad er dit førstehåndsindtryk af spillet? (Om muligt skriv de noter eller spørgsmål du har 
skrevet ned mens du spillede spillet. 
 
Mit førstehåndsindtryk var positivt. Grafikken og lyden virkede nogenlunde autentisk og 
appellerende. Dog skulle jeg lige vænne mig til navigeringen, men det er sikkert fordi, jeg 
normalt ikke spiller computerspil. Opbygningen er dog ret logisk og nem at gå til. Jeg spillede 
i øvrigt følgende: Maquiladoras, Election Day og Border Crossings. 
My first impression was positive. The graphics and sound seemed pretty authentic and 
appealing. Though I had to get used to the navigation, but that is certainly because I 
normally  don’t play computer games. The construction of the game is logical and easy to 
follow. I played the following episodes: Maquiladoras, Election Day and Border Crossings. 

 
9. Hvordan ville du ud fra de nedenstående parametre bedømme spillet? 
 

a. Udfordringsniveau 
 
På gymnasialt niveau egner spillet sig fortrinsvist til grundforløbet (det første halve 
år) evt. i studieretningen. Hvis man inddrog elevopgaverne sideløbende med spillet, 
kunne det også anvendes i AT-sammenhæng i det første gymnasieår.  
At the gymnasium level the game is suitable as a basic course (the first half year) 
evt.? If you withdrew the student assignments that accompany the game,it could 
also be used in the AT context in the first yr of gynmnasium.  

 
b. Evne til at motivere studerende  

 
Umiddelbart tror jeg, at spillet vil virke nogenlunde motiverende for en gymnasieelev 
i 1.g. Men det vil igen fordre en inddragelse af elevopgaverne, da spillet i sig selv er 
noget passivt og i mine øjne ikke gør meget for elevernes aktive ordforråd. 
Emnevalget er godt, og som regel aktiverer krig, vold og konflikt jo den 
gennemsnitlige gymnasieelev. Jeg synes, at spillet giver et rimeligt indblik i de 
forskellige konflikter, men er jo som engelsklærer ikke ekspert på dette fagområde. 
Immediately I think that the game will seem pretty motivating for a gymansium 
student in 1 g. But again, it will demand a withdrawal of the student assignments 
since the game in itself is somewhat passive and in my eyes doesn’t do much for 
the student’s active vocabulary. The subject choice is good and as a rule war, 
violence and conflict activate the average gymnasium student. I think the game 
gives a fair insight into the different conflicts, but as an English teacher am not an 
expert in the subject area. 
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c. Relevans i forhold til læseplanen 

 
I en AT-sammenhæng er snart sagt alt, der omhandler globalisering relevant og 
derfor også de forskellige temaer i ”Latin America”. I forhold til engelsk som jeg jo 
repræsenterer, ville man kunne bruge spillet til følgende: 
 

• Border Crossings ved et forløb om eksempelvis Spanglish eller den 
amerikanske drøm. Som engelsklærer er man forpligtet til at gennemgå 
”centrale samfundsmæssige forhold i USA”, hvilket 
immigrationsproblematikken må siges at være.  

• I forhold til spansk, hvor jeg ved, at man også læser tekster på dansk, kunne 
man jo selvsagt bruge det meste af materialet.  

• Samfundsfag ligger lige for 
• Jeg er også dansklærer – og elevopgaverne omhandlende den beskrivende 

reportage er rigtig gode. Her vil man jo også kunne træne elevernes skriftlige 
engelsk.  

                         
    In the a AT-context everything involving globalisation is relevant and 
therefore also the different themes in Latin America. In relation to English 
which I represent, you can use the game for the following: 
 

• Border Crossings in a segment on for ex, Spanglish or the American 
Dream. As an English teacher one is obligated to go through ‘central 
society related conditions in the US’, which the immigration problem 
must fall under. 

 
• In relation to Spanish, where I know, that you can also read the text in 

Danish, you could use most of the material. 
 

• Social studies is an obvious choice 
 

• I’m also a Danish teacher-and the student assignments that center on 
descriptive reporting are really good. Here you could also train the 
students’ written English. 

 
 

 
d. Målgruppens alder 

 
Max 15-16 år – se kommentarer ovenfor. Hvis spillet og elevopgaverne skulle 
anvendes i 2./3.g skulle det taksonomiske niveau hæves betragteligt. Der skulle mere 
selvstændighed i spil, mere analyse, mere sprog og generelt en højere kompleksitet.  
Max 15-16 yrs..see the remarks above. If the game and the student assignments 
should be used in 2, 3 the taxonomic levels should be increased considerably. There 
should be more autonomy in the game, more analysis, more language and 
generally greater complexity. 
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e. Brugervenlighed 
 
Se ad. 1. Jeg synes, at spillet er fint brugervenligt, men måske man kunne arbejde lidt 
med ”Argumentations-boksen”, der skal anvendes til det afsluttende interview. Der 
skal for mange klik til, hvis man vil ind og tjekke sin logbog.  
See answer 31. I think the game is user friendly but maybe the argumentation box  
used in the closing interview could be worked with a little. It takes too many clicks 
if you want to go in and check your log book.  

 
 
 

f. Indhold (nøjagtighed, kulturel repræsentation, grad af inklusion, grafik, missioner) 
 

Som nævnt synes jeg ikke, at spillet i sig selv er aktiverende nok, men elevopgaverne 
råder en del bod på det. Grafikken er udmærket, men navigeringen af journalisten var 
ind imellem lidt bøvlet. Helt konkret er der følgende problemer med ”Election Day”: 

 
• Af lærervejledningen fremgår det, at jeg skal begynde med at gå på 

politistationen og tale med Mauricio Castillo, men manden vil ikke tale med mig. 
Jeg har kun den mulighed at forlade samtalen. 

• Jeg kan ikke finde Sandalio 
• Under pkt. 9 skal jeg igen tale med Mauricio Castillo, men heller ikke her vil 

manden tale med mig. 
 

Jeg går ud fra, at spillet er gennemprøvet, så det er sikkert bare mig, der fjoller lidt 
rundt i det, men måske der er noget, der skal justeres. 

 
As mentioned I don’t think the game itself is activating enough, but the student 
assignments are a good part of it. The graphics are fine, but the journalist’s 
navigation were a little complicated. More concretely there are the following 
problems with Election Day mission: 

 
• According to the teacher instructions, I should begin by going to the police 

station and talking with Mauricio Castillo, but the man wouldn’t talk to me. I 
only had the possibility of leaving the interview. 

 
• I can’t find Sandalio 

 
• Under point 9 I have to talk to again to Mauricio Castillo, but he won’t talk to 

me here either. 
 

I assume that the game is tested, so it’s certainly just me that fooled around in it, but 
maybe something has to be adjusted. 

 
g.  Lærevejledningen 

 
Den er logisk og klar bygget op.  
It’s logical and clearly constructed. 
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h. Overordnet kvalitet 
 
Kvaliteten af både spil og vejledning synes professionel.  
The quality of both the game and the instructional material is professional. 
 

 
10. Kan du forestille dig at bruge dette spil i din undervisning? Hvis ja, hvordan? Hvis nej, hvorfor 

ikke? 
 
Jeg underviser en 1.g i en journalistisk studieretning – altså ikke en medieretning – fokus er 
på det skriftlige. I den sammenhæng kunne jeg måske godt overveje at bruge Maquiladoras 
og Border Crossings i kombination med et par skriftlige opgaver. Eleverne i denne 
studieretning bliver undervist i artikelskrivning af forskellig art, og som introduktion kunne 
man sagtens lade dem spille et af de nævnte spil. Forløbet ville dog tage udgangspunkt i USA, 
og spillet ville da være ”det ekstra krydderi”.  
 
I teach a 1 g in journalistic studies focus-not a media focus-the focus is on the written. In 
this context I could maybe consider using Maquiladoras and Border Crossings in 
combination with a couple of written assignments. The students in this subject are taught 
in article writing of different types, and as an introduction I could let them play one of the 
games mentioned. Forløbet would take as a departure point the US the game would be 
‘the extra spices’. 

 
 

11. Hvor tryg vil du være ved at bruge spillet i undervisningen? 
 
Det ville jeg være helt tryg ved. På Ørestad er IT vores centralnervesystem.  
I would be completely comfortable using it. At Ørestad Gymnasium, IT is our central 
nervous system. 

 
 

12. Hvor ville du regne med at kunne finde information om dette eller lignende spil?  
 
Tjoo på nettet og måske hos enkelte forlag.  
On the Net and maybe with individual publishers. 

 
 

13. Ville du overveje at tage et fjernundervisningskursus i implementeringen af læringsspil i 
undervisningen? 
 
Ak ja om man da bare havde tiden…..Ja if one only had the time. 
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Next page 

 
 

14. Gode råd, forslag eller sidste tanker?  
 
Egentlig ikke. Spil og elevopgaver er gode og relevante, men måske mest i folkeskolen og evt. 
i det første gymnasieår.  
Jeg er ansvarlig for planlægningen af engelsk i grundforløbet på Ørestad Gymnasium, og hvis 
der dukker spil op, der er mere engelskfaglige, ville jeg være interesseret i at bruge dem.  
 
Actually not. The game and student assignments are good and relevant, but maybe most in 
folkeskolen and the first yr of gymnasium. 
 
I’m responsible for planning of English in the basic course at Ørestad Gymnasium and if 
games pop up that are more English subject I would be interested in using them. 
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